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CHAPTER 4 
A Busy Countryside 

 
 
 

“It is generally agreed that there was a decline in agriculture in the later Roman empire.” (A.H.M. Jones) 
 

“From c. AD 300 onwards, and especially during the 5th-6th centuries AD, there are plentiful signs 
throughout the east Mediterranean of a flourishing urban and rural life, even of expansion of land under 

cultivation” (J. Bintliff) 
 
 Contrary to the “landscape of famous places” discussed in the previous chapter, the 

physical character of settlement on the Corinthian isthmus throughout the Roman era was 

nothing short of “busy.”  Against modern authors who have imagined a territory largely 

devoid of “places” with the exception of the harbors, Isthmia, the canal, and major towns, 

the artifactual material on the Isthmus is continuous (albeit fluctuating) and confirms a 

vibrant material character.  The Isthmus of Corinth had a material life quite independent 

of that suggested simply by literary sources.  And yet, interpreting the evidence for rural 

settlement in the Corinthia (or anywhere in Greece) is hardly straightforward and is tied 

to larger historiographic debates as well as more specific archaeological interpretive 

problems.   

 
 In conventional narratives of the later Roman empire, Corinth, like the entire 

province of Achaia, shared in the run of afflictions known to Late Antique historians and 

chroniclers of the third to sixth centuries AD—the earthquakes, plagues, barbarians, 

abandoned lands, and oppressive taxation, among other unpleasant disruptive forces (cf. 

Chapter 1).  Over the last twenty years, however, these old-school Late Antique terrors 

have been interrogated, diminished, marginalized, and contextualized against a growing 

corpus of archaeological research indicating that the social and economic life of the 

province was anything but depressed.  The evidentiary impetus for the new position has 

been especially the series of archaeological survey projects conducted across mainland 
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Greece and the Aegean that have demonstrated a vibrant material signature and 

settlement explosion for this period across entire countrysides of Greece.  The question 

becomes, by consequence, if the rural worlds of Late Roman Achaia appear to be 

thriving, how then could the province be in a state of general decline?   

 

 The new consensus among those who study ancient countrysides is that the 

proliferation of scattered farmsteads and country estates across the province of Achaia 

indicates a “recovery” or “revival” of the social and economic life of the province after 

an earlier Roman rural settlement depression.  From the fourth century AD, the province 

is said to have experienced a final phase of agricultural intensification and prosperity—

perhaps tied to population growth, production of olive oil for export, or even imperial 

policy of promoting smallholding farmers.  Whatever the historical cause behind such 

abundance, the Late Roman countryside in the Greek world is highly visible on the 

ground and this should be indicative of a healthy, not depressed, economy.  A similar 

pattern of proliferated settlement in the Eastern Mediterranean has led one scholar to 

speak of the “busy countryside” of Late Antique Cyprus,1 a fitting description also for the 

rural world of Greece and the Aegean at this time.   

 

 Beyond preliminary conclusions, however, there has been remarkably little effort to 

deal with the interpretive problems introduced by survey ceramic data.  Although some 

scholars have attempted to synthesize the regional patterns, there has been little effort to 

explain regional diversity: why settlement proliferation occurs earlier in some regions 

than it does in others; why some regions witness no great upturn from the earlier to later 

Roman periods; and why some regions show no evidence at all for settlement 

proliferation.  More problematic for synthetic narratives, however, is that there has been 

essentially no “source criticism” of the ceramic data—the basis for all archaeological and 

historical conclusions—with the result that previous interpretations of survey data may be 

susceptible to substantive revision.  Archaeologists, for instance, have often noted that 

the material culture of the later Roman period is more visible and diagnostic than other 
                                                 
1 M. Rautman, “The Busy Countryside of Late Roman Cyprus,” in RDAC 2000, 317-31.   
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periods: To what extent does greater ceramic visibility and abundance affect our 

detection of sites and our picture of the period?  What is the nature of the change between 

earlier and later Roman periods in light of different ceramic visibilities between periods?  

How ‘busy’ really was the busy countryside of Late Antiquity relative to earlier periods?  

Such are among the most important questions to address if we wish to understand the 

Late Antique countryside.   

 

This chapter attempts to understand broadly Late Antique ceramic abundance relative 

to earlier Roman material absence by an intensive look at one Greek countryside, the 

Eastern Corinthia, from the data collected by the Eastern Korinthia Archaeological 

Survey (EKAS).  In the Corinthia, the Late Antique pottery is ubiquitous and abundant, 

while the Early Roman pottery is not; because the pottery data was collected in a 

representative manner, it is particularly suitable for ‘source criticism.’  This chapter 

begins with a broader exposition (4.1) of the pattern and problematic of the Late Antique 

countryside and how Greece and the Corinthia fit into that pattern specifically; it then 

presents (4.2) the ceramic pattern and data for EKAS in the Roman period, and then 

questions and problematizes (4.3) that data, along with Late Roman data from other 

published surveys, introducing quantified studies of excavated assemblages to 

contextualize the survey data; a long subsequent section (4.4) reinterprets the EKAS data 

in light of the earlier discussion, and a final section (4.5) draws historical conclusions 

about the continuing importance of the eastern landscape for the Corinthian economy in 

the Late Roman period. 

 

In brief, this chapter argues that “abundance” of Late Antique ceramics is a 

phenomenon that is closely tied to both survey methodology and the nature of the Late 

Antique economy, and that when properly contextualized, reveals a fundamentally 

different phenomenon than would emerge from a simple ‘literal’ reading of the evidence.  

Specifically, this chapter critically analyzes pottery data to argue that Late Antique 

ceramic abundance needs to be substantially deflated and pared down to size in relation 

to the much less visible earlier Roman period; suggests that much of the settlement for 
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the earlier Roman period may lie at a threshold not easily detectable with the typical 

coarse collection strategies employed by regional survey projects; and argues that the 

perceived Late Antique settlement “explosion” relative to early Roman settlement 

absence is ultimately not supported by the material evidence.  In the end, however, this 

chapter reinforces rather than detracts from a picture of a vibrant Late Antique economy 

in the eastern Corinthia: the structure of Corinthian trade connections developed in an 

earlier Roman period continue onward into the sixth and early seventh century, despite 

the radically changing world around.   
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4.1. The General Pattern: Late Antique Countrysides in Greece 
It is no overstatement to say that the last two decades of scholarship have completely 

rewritten the history of the Late Roman countryside for the Eastern Mediterranean.  For 

every book in the Jonesian and Rostovtzeffian school that characterized the Late Antique 

countryside in terms of abandoned lands, serf-bound coloni, autarchic estates, and general 

economic decline, there are now tenfold articles suggesting quite the opposite.2  Recent 

history has, in fact, totally restructured modern thinking on these questions, and the 

historiographic reviews of scholarship are now so frequent that we need not marshal the 

issues all over again here.  It is enough to say that the new consensus is a healthy and 

vibrant countryside for the eastern provinces in Late Antiquity: prolific medium-sized 

farms, strong village centers, a healthy and well-connected economy, and a level of 

prosperity not seen since the late Classical period.  Such vibrant rural worlds last well 

into the end of the sixth century, and there is now growing evidence that we can push that 

vibrancy for many regions of the Byzantine empire into the seventh and eighth centuries.3    

 

The basis for the recent revision has originated in a variety of bodies of evidence.  On 

the one hand, a careful reconsideration of the relevant textual sources, especially papyri, 

has shown that pictures of a coercive government extracting wages from poor rural 

laborers may not represent accurately the Late Antique world and need not indicate a 

                                                 
2 E.g., A.H.M. Jones, Later Roman Empire, Norman, Oklahoma, 1964, 812: “It is generally agreed that 
there was a decline in agriculture in the later Roman empire.”   
 
 
3 The classic images of the Late Antique countryside were painted by Rostovtzeff (1926) and Jones (1964): 
M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire, Oxford 1926; A.H.M. Jones, Later 
Roman Empire, Norman, Oklahoma, 1964.  More recent treatments have worked to revise an overly 
negative picture of the Late Antique rural world.   Cf. especially W. Bowden, L. Lavan and C. Machado 
(eds.), Late Antique Archaeology 2: Recent Research on the Late Antique Countryside, Leiden 2004, and 
the historiographic article by Chavarria and Lewit within the volume.   Other recent research includes 
Averil Cameron, The Mediterranean World in Late Antiquity: AD 395-600, London 1993, chapters 4 and 8; 
Yizhar G. Hirschfeld, “Habitat,” in G.W. Bowersock, P. Brown, and Oleg Grabar (eds.), Interpreting Late 
Antiquity: Essays on the Post Classical World, Cambridge 1999, 258-72;  P. Brogiolo, N. Gauthier, and N. 
Christie (eds.), Towns and their Territories between Late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages, Leiden 
2000;  Ward-Perkins, Bryan, “Land, Labour and Settlement,” in Averil Cameron, B. Ward-Perkins, and 
Michael Whitby (eds.), The Cambridge Ancient History Volume XIV: Late Antiquity, Cambridge 2000, 
315-45;  J. Banaji, Agrarian Change in Late Antiquity: Gold, Labour, and Aristocratic Dominance, Oxford 
2001;  and W. Bowden, Epirus Vetus: the Archaeology of a Late Antique Province, London 2003.     
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depressed economy.  More importantly, a flood of archaeological research has 

revolutionized our understanding of the material well-being of Late Antiquity.  These 

archaeological investigations in both the eastern and western provinces are finally 

achieving syntheses and making their way into general monographs on the period.  Of 

greatest methodological importance are the regional archaeological surveys that have 

occurred across the western and eastern Mediterranean, which would seem to afford 

glimpses of change at the widest phenomenological level—the rural settlements of 

ordinary peasants.4   

 

Judging by recent historical monographs on the period, Greece and the Aegean have 

assumed a remarkably important role for how we understand the rural world of the 

eastern Byzantine provinces generally.  Certainly in part this has to do with the general 

amount of archaeological work there, including the rescue excavations that constantly 

reveal an abundance of Late Antique material, filling every issue of Archaeological 

Reports and Archaiologikon Deltion.  More important is the large number of regional 

survey projects there, and the degree to which these projects have ‘filled out’ the Late 

Antique countrysides of Greece, dotting our maps with more Late Antique sites than one 

can shake a stick at, important especially since the Roman province of Achaia in Late 

Antiquity is so poorly known textually.  Hence, Greece ranks alongside Israel and Syria 

as provinces of the Eastern Roman Empire well-known and researched archaeologically; 

these territories are also singled out as supporting revisionist views of the Late Antique 

economy.5   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4 For recent research, cf. Bowden et al. 2004.  For settlement patterns in the west, cf. T. Lewit, Agricultural 
Production in the Roman Economy, A.D. 200-400, BAR International Series 568, Oxford 1991.  On the 
importance of survey archaeology as a source for understanding the Late Antique rural economy, cf. Ward-
Perkins 2000, 315-17; Kingsley and Decker 2001, 14-16; Chavarria and Lewit 2004, 4-6.   
 
5 Cf. for instance, Ward-Perkins 2000, 321; Banaji 2001, 16-17, 214; Chavarria and Lewit 2004, 18-19.   
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4.1.1. The Regional Pattern in Greece: Late Roman Explosion   

The Late Antique pattern of rural settlement is remarkably consistent across Greece 

and the Aegean.6  Figure 4.1 shows intensive regional surveys that have commented 

specifically on the settlement patterns between the Late Hellenistic and Early Medieval 

periods, as well as how these projects have defined the different facets of the Roman 

period.  From central Greece to southwest Greece, to the Aegean islands, the Late 

Antique period shows every sign of settlement expansion and recovery.  Moreover, as 

this table indicates, the pattern of abundance is relative to a pattern of dearth of sites from 

periods before and after—material abundance is sandwiched between periods of material 

absence and it is that pattern that gives the Late Antique period well-defined boundaries 

and clear definition.  With the exception perhaps of the Patras Survey, the regions listed 

below show an approximately similar pattern of high settlement activity in respect to an 

Early Roman and Early Byzantine settlement dearth.  Hence, the typical Late Antique 

settlement pattern in Greece is 1) an abundance of ceramic material; 2) in relation to the 

preceding and following periods.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 Generally, cf., Alcock 1993, 37-49; Kosso 1993, 2003, 31-52; Graham Shipley, “The Survey Area in the 
Hellenistic and Roman Periods,” in W. Cavanagh et al., Continuity and Change, Vol 1, London 2002, 257-
337;  Pettegrew 2004.   
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Project 
Definition of 
Roman Period 

Late 
HE 

Early 
Roman

Middle 
Roman Late Roman 

Early 
Byzantine 

South. 
Argolid 

Early Roman 
(50 BC-AD 
200), Middle 
Roman (200-
400 AD), Late 
Roman (400-
650 AD) Decline 

Low 
Level 

Low 
Level 

Recovery and 
expansion, 
gradually at first, 
peaking from late 
4C to 6C. About 2-
1/2 times as many 
sites in LR period 
than in earlier 
Roman (n = 40  
98) 

Rapid 
Decline 
from late 
6C 

Methana 

Roman = Early 
Roman (100 
BC-AD 100) & 
Middle Roman 
(100-300 AD);  
Late Roman 
(300-700) Decline 

Low 
Level, 
but 
increas
e from 
late HE 

Low 
Level, 
but 
increas
e from 
ER 

Gradual increase of 
sites through 4C 
and 5C.  About 
60% more sites (n 
= 36  58) from 
earlier Roman to 
Late Roman 

Contraction 
by late 6C 
but at least 
some sites 
continuing 
into 7C 

N. Keos Early Roman (1 
AD to 300 AD); 
Late Roman 
(300 AD to 700 
AD) Decline 

Low 
Level --- 

Significant 
Increase.  
Approximately 
288% (n = 9  26) 
more sites with 
Late Roman 
material than 
earlier Roman  

Oropos 
Survey 
Project 

Early Roman 
(1AD to 200 
AD); Middle 
Roman (200-
400 AD); Late 
Roman (400-
700 AD) Decline 

Low 
Level 

Low 
Level, 
but 
slight 
increas
e Expansion --- 

Boeotia 
Survey 

Late Hellenistic 
/ Early Roman 
(200 BC to 300 
AD) and Late 
Roman (300-
650 AD) Decline Low --- 

Significant Increase 
from 4C, and 
especially 5C and 
6C 

Decline in 
7C 

Patras 
Survey 

 Decline 
Increas
e --- Decline 

Marked 
Decline 
(Dark Age) 

South.  
Euboea 
Explor-
ation 
Project  

ER (100 BC to 
AD 200), MR 
(200-400), LR 
(400-600 AD) Decline Low --- Dramatic Increase 

Marked 
Decline 
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NVAP 
ER (30 BC to 
AD 250); LR 
(AD 250-650) Decline 

Low 
Level --- Slight Increase 

Marked 
Decline  

Berbati 
Valley 

ER (30 BC to 
AD 150); MR 
(150-300 AD); 
LR (300-700 
AD) 

Decline 
from 
CL-HE 
to 
ROM Low 

Slight 
Increas
e Increase  

Megal-
opolis 
Survey 

ER: to third 
century AD; 
Late Roman: 
from third 
century AD Decline 

Low 
Level ---- Increase: new sites --- 

Stanford 
Skourta 
Plain 
Survey  Decline 

Low 
Level  Increase 

Decline 
after mid-
6C 

Figure 4.1 contd. Intensive surveys and settlement patterns in the Roman Period7  

 
The pattern is so frequently attested in regional surveys across Greece that it is safe to 

speak of it as a “phenomenon” of general order.8  Surprisingly, there has been little 

scholarship to interpret the phenomenon, either at an archaeological or historical level, 

and our understanding of the Late Roman countryside of Greece has hardly progressed 

beyond the basic acknowledgement that the period is especially well-represented in the 

archaeological record.  There are some important exceptions, however.  On the one hand, 

                                                 
7 S. Argolid: van Andel et al. 1996, 120-22; van Andel and Runnels 1987, pp. 110-21, 160-62, Jameson et 
al. 1994, 255-56;400-404, Table A.1, p. 419 (for chronology). Methana: Bowden and Gill 1997, 77-83, 
Bowden and Gill, 84-91, Mee et al. 1991. N. Keos: Cherry et al. 1991, 327-47; 481 (for chronology); 
Sutton et al. 1991, for counts. Oropos: Cosmopoulos et al. 2001, 60-64, 78-79.  Boeotia: Bintliff and 
Snodgrass 1985, pp. 145-49; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988; Bintliff 1991.  Patras: Petropoulos and Rizakis 
1994, 198-207.  S. Euboea: Kosso 1993, 69-77; Chronology: Kosso 1993, 22; Echos 1990, 201-211; L.H. 
Sackett et al. in BSA 61 (1966), 33-112., esp. pp. 111-12.  NVAP: Kosso 1993, p. 48-59, based on data 
made available to her by project directors.  Wright et al. 1990, pp. 616-17; Alcock 1993, pp. 41, 43-44.  
Berbati: Forsell 1996, 336-37.  Megalopolis: Lloyd 1991; Lloyd et al. 1985; Roy et al. 1988; Roy et al. 
1989.  Stanford Skourta Plain Survey: Kosso 1993, 20, 97, citing Munn & Zimmerman 1986, 1988. 
 
8 For recent reviews and discussion of the Roman-period patterns across Greece, cf. Alcock 1993, 33-49; 
Graham Shipley, “The Survey Area in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods,” in W. Cavanagh et al., 
Continuity and Change, Vol 1, London 2002, 257-337, at 329-31; Kosso 2003; Pettegrew 2004; Rautman 
2000; 2004. 
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as Figure 4.2 below indicates, some survey archaeologists have at least commented on 

the pattern cursorily, noting the “explosion” of rural settlement, especially relative to the 

general dearth of settlements in the earlier Roman period, and positing a period of 

“recovery”, “revival”, and “expansion” of settlement and agriculture in respect to a 

previously, sparsely inhabited countryside.9  At the very least, more pottery seems to 

indicate a healthier and more prosperous Late Antique countryside than both the 

preceding Early Roman and successive Early Medieval periods, and this is the most 

common and basic interpretation.10       

 

 There has been some limited discussion about the causes for the pattern as indicated 

by regional survey.  John Bintliff and his colleagues in Boeotia, for instance, have tied 

the pattern to population growth and the return of a healthy regional ancient economy and 

settlement structure.11  Investigators of the Argolid Exploration Project have seen Late 

Antique settlement explosion in the Southern Argolid as one of several ‘boom’ periods 

where agricultural intensification (olives as cash crop) and dispersed rural settlement at 

the regional level resulted from a more prosperous Mediterranean economy.12  In their 

view, the linking of the regional economy of the Southern Argolid to external pan-

Mediterranean trade markets in Late Antiquity led to intensive agriculture, population 

growth, and settlement explosion.  The specific impetus for a more prosperous, populous, 

healthy economy was the overall recovery and reorganization of the Eastern Roman 

Empire from the fourth century onward.  Timothy Gregory’s archaeological work in 

many local areas of the Corinthia has helped to put this period on the map in that region.  

Gregory and his colleagues have seen Late Antique settlement in the Corinthia in terms 
                                                 
9 Bintliff and Snodgrass 1985, 148; Bintliff and Snodgrass, 1988; Bintliff 1991, 126; van Andel and 
Runnels 1994, 113-17. 
 
10 Gregory 2000, calls the E. MED period an “apparently violent reversal of fortune.”   
 
11 Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988; Bintliff 1991, 126-27: a “dramatic recovery of population.”  As Bintliff 
argues (128): “From c. AD 300 onwards, and especially during the 5th-6th centuries AD, there are plentiful 
signs throughout the east Mediterranean of a flourishing urban and rural life, even of expansion of land 
under cultivation.”  The Early Byzantine period, by contrast, represents a shift to a very different, nucleated 
settlement pattern 
 
12 Van Andel and Runnels 1987, 102-104, 109, 113-117. 
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of an expansive economy in the final phase of antiquity; the presence of Late Roman 

pottery in marginal territories and even small islands indicate extensive exploitation, 

settlement expansion, population growth and material prosperity.13     

 

Project Interpretation of Roman Pattern 

Southern Argolid 

Economic Recovery.  The fragmentation of the Roman empire 
resulted in development of new regional markets and new trading 
networks from the late 4th century AD, which created more 
opportunities for local produce.  The region's connection to 
markets and demand for olive oil stimulated population growth 
and settlement expansion. 
 

Methana 

Initial depopulation and predominance of larger estates in earlier 
Roman period was followed by increased intensification of 
agriculture in the Late Roman period.  Methana was prosperous 
and flourishing in 5th and 6th centuries.   
 

N. Keos 

Causes not entirely clear.  Possibly a result of the restructuring of 
the rural world and depopulation in late Hellenistic period, 
followed by more extensive cultivation in the Early Roman period, 
before a shift back to more intensive cultivation in the later 
Roman period.   

Oropos Survey Project 

More human activity in the Late Roman countryside; return of 
small-scale agriculture which replaces large estates; greater 
overall prosperity.   
 

Boeotia Survey 

Early Roman economic recession followed by Late Roman 
economic revival.  This region in Late Antiquity was prosperous, 
with expanding population, agriculture, and settlement.  The local 
economy was faring well.   
 

Berbati Valley 

The return of population and prosperity to the valley in Late 
Antiquity.  The Early Roman pattern was perhaps indicative of 
nucleated settlement. 
 

Megalopolis Field 
Survey 

The rural economy declined in the Early Roman period, perhaps 
as a result of redistributed wealth and population; there was 
economic recovery in the Late Roman period. 

Stanford Skourta Plain 
Survey Prosperity in Late Antiquity 

Figure 4.2. Regional surveys, late Roman patterns, and interpretation14  

                                                 
13 E.g., T.E. Gregory, “An Early Byzantine Complex at Akra Sophia near Corinth,” Hesperia 54 (1985), 
411-28; T.E. Gregory, “A Desert Island Survey in the Gulf of Corinth,” in Archaeology (May/June 1986), 
16-21; P.N. Kardulias, T.E. Gregory, and J. Sawmiller, “Bronze Age and Late Antique Exploitation of an 
Islet in the Saronic Gulf, Greece,” in JFA 22 (1995), 3-21. 
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A Late Antique pattern of abundance has also been discussed in the context of 

scholarship focusing on the preceding Early Roman or subsequent Early Byzantine 

periods.  As noted above, a specifically Late Antique signature from surface scatters of 

pottery only receives definition relative to the lack of rural settlement before the fourth 

century and after the sixth, with the result that scholars cannot focus on one of these 

periods without making at least cursory reference to one of the other.  At one end of the 

spectrum, the early Romans are implicated in this Late Antique affair because the 

absence of the former defines the abundance of the latter.  A case in point is Susan 

Alcock’s Graecia Capta, which argues (1993) that Roman imperialism dramatically 

restructured the Late Hellenistic / Early Roman landscape, leading to entirely new 

patterns of land distribution and nucleated settlement before a reversal in the later Roman 

period led again to a dispersed settlement pattern.  The Late Roman period is implicated 

because it forms the contrast to ER absence, and we might ask at what point an earlier 

Roman settlement phase ends and a later Roman phase begins.  The Early Roman period, 

after all, is sometimes defined as a 400 year-long period: should we imagine constancy in 

settlement systems across this entire period that changed in the fourth century? 

 

 At the other end of the spectrum, Late Antique Achaia has been tied to broader 

discussions about the end of the Roman world and the creation of a new Byzantine 

society.15  Because Late Roman abundance is followed by an Early Medieval rural dark 

age, some scholarship has focused on the reasons for this radical “reversal of fortune.”16  

Was settlement proliferation somehow responsible for environmental degradation and the 

collapse of Roman society?  For instance, did expansion onto marginal lands lead to soil 

erosion on slopes that weakened the more fertile sediments on agricultural plains?  As 

importantly, some recent scholarship has shown that some pottery sequences in city and 
                                                                                                                                                 
14 Cf. footnote above for references. 
 
15 Gregory, T., “Archaeology and Theoretical Considerations on the Transition from Antiquity to the 
Middle Ages in the Aegean Area,” in P. Nick Kardulias, ed., Beyond the Site. Regional Studies in the 
Aegean Area (Lanham, MD 1994) 137-59; Gregory 2000. 
 
16 Gregory 2000. 
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country run into the seventh century if not beyond.  Should we see this continued 

deposition as a final extension of the ancient world or the beginnings of a new Medieval 

one?  Whatever is decided about this, Late Antiquity figures prominently for its stark 

difference to the period which follows.   

 

The only person to generate a synthetic picture of Late Antique rural settlement for 

Achaia during this period is Cynthia Kosso, whose dissertation on Late Roman settlement 

patterns in Achaia was recently published as a BAR Supplement volume.17  Kosso’s work 

argues that the ubiquity of rural sites in Late Antique Achaia indicates the arm of the 

imperial government in encouraging economic development in the region, as farmers 

were granted tax breaks for intensifying cultivation.  She introduces a variety of 

epigraphic sources for taxation and laws, mainly from areas outside Achaia, to show that 

the imperial government of Late Antiquity was concerned and conscious to encourage 

smallholders, and then posits a correlation between a known imperial policy and the 

dispersed settlement patterns of Late Antique Achaia.  Whether or not we accept this 

observed correlation as a principal explanation, Kosso’s work provides an important 

synthesis of the regional surveys for this period which well demonstrates that the 

economy of Late Antique Achaia was a healthy, not declining, one.   

 

Despite the importance of synthetic work of this kind, there are a number of 

“wrinkles” in the general tapestry of Late Antique change that make synthesis and 

historical interpretation somewhat problematic.  Although the exceptions to the pattern 

are few, there are a few cases where the pattern is completely absent or very different.  

Hence, the Perachora Peninsula survey showed no great upturn from the Early Roman to 

Late Roman periods, but continuity,18 and a couple of regions even show settlement 

downturn!19  More frequent are the more minute differences in the pattern: in certain 

                                                 
17 Cynthia K. Kosso, Public Policy and agricultural practice: An archaeological and literary study of Late 
Roman Greece.  Ph.D. Thesis.  University of Illinois at Chicago, 1993; C. Kosso, Cynthia, The 
Archaeology of Public Policy in Late Roman Greece (BAR International Series 1126).  Oxford 2003. 
 
18 Admittedly, this survey was extensive, not intensive, in nature. 
 
19 This is the pattern for Laconia (Shipley 2002), and for W. Achaia (Petropoulos and Rizakis 1994, 201) 
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regions, settlement expansion begins to occur in the second to fourth centuries,20 while in 

other regions does not seem to begin until the later fourth or fifth centuries;21 in some 

regions,22 settlement upturn and expansion is ‘dramatic’ and ‘explosive’ with doubling or 

tripling of the number of sites, while in other areas,23 the increase is definite but far less 

impressive and dramatic; and the degree of “rehabitation” of earlier sites, or the presence 

of earlier material at Late Roman sites, can vary from one region to another.  If nothing 

else, the general pattern comes in different forms, indicating a local complexity that 

might discourage oversimplistic or monocausal explanations for changes in the Roman 

countryside, and raising questions about the ceramic data behind these patterns.   

   

Despite a clear need for “source criticism” of survey data, regional surveys continue 

marching forward, producing more dots on the map that would seem to support the same 

general robust pattern, without leading to more refined understanding of the state of the 

countryside or the nature of the transition between early Roman and Late Antique 

Greece.  There has been little critical reflection about the interpretive problems of survey 

data, and how these relate to historical conclusions.  At the very least, these weaknesses 

beckon us to move beyond superficial observations of the Late Roman pattern and look 

much more carefully at our data.  What does abundance mean, and, when we answer that, 

how ought we to understand change between early and later Roman periods? 

 

4.1.2. Source Criticism and the Problem of Pottery Studies 

 “Source criticism” is a way of understanding and correcting for the biases and 

interpretive problems of survey data by questioning the representativeness and reliability 

of the artifactual material.24  It centers on a closer critical examination of the data in the 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
20 For example, in the regions of Megalopolis, Berbati Valley, Methana, Oropos, N. Keos.  
 
21 The  best example is the S. Argolid. 
 
22 E.g., Boeotia, S. Argolid, N. Keos. 
 
23 E.g., Oropos, Methana, Berbati, Nemea Valley. 
 
24 Cf. Rutter 1983; Alcock 1993, 49-53; and especially Millett 1985; 1991; 2000. 
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same way that we might question a literary source for the past before using that source to 

draw historical conclusions.  Despite empiricist attitudes that survive in modern-day 

survey archaeology, survey data does not generally speak for itself, but must be 

interpreted, understood, and contextualized before generating historical conclusions.   

 

On the one hand, factors that create and distort the makeup and appearance of artifact 

scatters are familiar subject matter in archaeological literature: varying visibility, 

geomorphological processes, cultural formation processes, taphonomic processes, 

plowing and smearing, manuring, and non-habitation rural activities are all well-known 

and discussed.  Because these factors influence the manner in which artifacts enter or 

survive in the ground, artifact scatters do not speak for themselves but must be 

interpreted in light of these factors.  In recent years, survey investigators have made 

significant progress in correcting for these factors either during the process of survey or 

in the interpretation of the data.  Correcting for visibility and geomorphological processes 

especially has received a significant amount of discussion and attention.   

 

Surprisingly, however, the basis for all interpretation of archaeological survey data—

the pottery itself, including its visibility, diagnosticity, and representativeness, in and 

between periods—has received hardly any discussion relative to its importance in 

interpreting data and in light of scholarship that suggests that it might severely distort 

historical conclusions.  To be sure, surveyors long ago recognized that the relative 

visibility and invisibility of pottery from different periods can distort our picture of 

transition between periods,25 but admitting the problem is very different than attempting 

to deal with it or correct for it.  Although it is commonly acknowledged that different 

periods are differently diagnostic on the ground, until recently there has been almost no 

attempt to understand or correct for this.26   

 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
25 E.g., Rutter 1983. 
 
26 For this critique and efforts to promote calibration, cf. Millett 1985, 1991, 2000. 
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There are some positive signs that this is beginning to change, as evident by the recent 

flurry of scholarship over certain ‘invisible’ or ‘hidden’ landscapes.27  Archaeologists 

have come to recognize that cultural or natural processes have sometimes significantly 

altered or diminished the amount of artifacts for certain periods with the result that those 

periods are poorly represented as a result of those processes.  The most well-cited 

scholarship on invisible landscapes is the work of John Bintliff and his colleagues from 

the Boeotia Survey data who argue that the poorly-fired, friable pottery of Neolithic and 

Bronze Age date has survive poorly in the archaeological record and that prehistoric sites 

may be represented by only a few cruddy potsherds or obsidian bladelets.  Bintliff and his 

colleagues have argued that archaeologists need to recalibrate sites from low-density 

scatters in order to generate an accurate map of all prehistoric settlements.  The 

prehistoric invisible landscapes debate centers on a hypothetical vanished pottery 

population, although Bintliff and his colleagues have also pointed out that fieldwalkers 

trained to recognize pottery tend not to “see” obsidian blades in the field.   

 

Similar “invisible” landscape studies have emerged over Medieval countrysides in the 

Mediterranean.  There is now wide recognition that regional survey projects may be 

missing Medieval sites because the pottery is much coarser, friable, and less diagnostic.  

The new consensus that has emerged for Italy in the Early Middle Ages is that the 

invisible material culture is more likely a result of the weaker material signatures (e.g., 

poorly fired pottery, a ‘lighter’ material culture, use of non-ceramic storage containers) 

than total lack of population.28  Schofield has argued from excavated sites in Britain that 

a handful of Early Medieval potsherds may represent vanished settlements, totally unlike 

earlier periods where robust artifact scatters are common.29  For Corinth, Guy Sanders 

                                                 
27 For prehistoric periods, cf., especially Bintliff et al. 1999, 2000, with responses in 2000 volume of JMA; 
and continuing discussion, Davis 2003.  For the post-Roman period, cf. Vroom 2003, who attempts to 
establish “horizontal chronologies” for the post-Roman periods based on survey data; Caraher et al. in 
Process.    
 
28 Ward-Perkins 2000, 324-27. 
 
29 Schofield, A.J., “Understanding early medieval pottery distributions,” in S. Stoddart (ed.) Landscapes 
from Antiquity, 1989, 109-19. 
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has rightly questioned how the practice of glazing, which increases dramatically in the 

12th and 13th centuries, might create a more diagnostic signature that would distort our 

understanding of the countryside during these centuries relative to the much less 

diagnostic 10th and 11th centuries.30  Similar studies have attempted to reveal other hidden 

post-Roman landscapes.31    

 

In this context, an invaluable facet of recent archaeological literature has been the 

effort to create more nuanced ceramic typologies and chronologies at the regional level 

based on excavated assemblages that can then be used for understanding ceramic data 

generated by survey.  Such is the work of Melissa Moore, who examines Hellenistic to 

Late Antique utilitarian pottery from Southern Epirus to examine the social consequences 

of Roman domination in the territory of the colony of Nikopolis.32  Moore establishes 

regional ‘ware groups’ for survey pottery based on petrographic analysis and dated with a 

knowledge of locally-excavated pottery.  Using these ware groups, her study measures 

the level of importation of extra-regional wares vs. the level of local production of wares 

over the broad Hellenistic-Late Antique period.  In a similar vein, but using a slightly 

different method, Joanita Vroom has recently employed the concept of “horizontal 

stratigraphy” for post-Roman ceramic surface assemblages observed by the Boeotia 

Survey.33  Vroom diagnoses pottery found at sites in surface survey (i.e., ‘horizontal 

                                                 
30 Sanders 2003, 395: “Furthermore, one wonders whether the increase in Middle Byzantine sites identified 
by survey is related to the greater quantity and visibility of glazed pottery and not to the growth in rural 
population and to the number of sites, as is so often assumed.” 
 
31 Caraher et al. in Process; Vroom 2003. 
 
32 M.G. Moore, ‘Surveying’ Epirote Pottery: Ceramics, Cuisine, and Social History in Southern Epirus, 
Greece, 300 B.C.-A.D. 500, Unpublished PhD Dissertation, Boston University 2000; M.G. Moore, “Roman 
and Late Antique Pottery of Southern Epirus – Some Results of the Nikopolis Survey Project”, in J. Isager 
(ed.), Foundation and Destruction: Nikopolis and Northwestern Greece. Monographs of the Danish 
Institute at Athens Vol. 3.  Athens 2001, 79-89. 
 
33 Vroom, Joanita, “Medieval and post-Medieval Pottery from a Site in Boeotia: a Case Study Example of 
Post-Classical Archaeology in Greece,” in ABSA 93 (1998), 513-46; J. Vroom, After Antiquity: Ceramics 
and Society in the Aegean from the 7th to the 20th Century A.C.  A Case Study from Boeotia, Central 
Greece, Archaeological Studies Leiden University 10.  Leiden 2003; J. Vroom, “Late Antique Pottery, 
Settlement and Trade in the Eastern Mediterranean: A Preliminary Comparison of Ceramics from Limyra 
(Lycia) and Boeotia,” in Bowden et al. 2004, 281-331. 
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stratigraphy’) to create local ceramic typologies which in turn make it possible fill out the 

settlement history of Boeotia.   Vroom argues that in order to escape the “chronological 

quagmire” which is the state of our knowledge of post-Roman ceramics in the Aegean, 

archaeologists must develop their knowledge of the production and distribution of wares 

at the local level.  A number of other recent (KIP) or planned surveys (Aegina) have 

made or plan to make the knowledge of local fabrics an essential component of the 

survey.  These kinds of ceramic-centered studies will most likely become indispensable 

for further survey work.   

 

Despite the promise and potential of this kind of intensive scholarship for prehistoric 

and post-Roman ceramics, source criticism of survey data for the Roman period in 

Greece and the Aegean is exceptional.34  In part this is the result of an assumption that the 

entire Roman period is so well-represented on the ground compared, for example, to the 
                                                 
34 Scholars dealing with the Roman period have sometimes noted problems of sources.  Generally, cf. 
Alcock 1993, 49-53, who notes (49-50) that differential access to and supply of pottery might distort our 
impressions of pottery in a region: “Conversely, Keos and the Southern Argolid….demonstrate patterns of 
more widespread distribution of imported wares…Clearly, location, and access to trade networks, directly 
affected the quantities of the readily datable and highly visible wares entering a region, just as the function 
and status of individual sites would affect the types of ceramics required or affordable.  Identifying sites on 
the basis of imports alone obviously presents the danger of taking only a partial sample of activity in the 
countryside and, in particular, of missing sites at the base of the social hierarchy.”  Other examples include, 
Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988, 69-70, who ask whether the “missing” periods (i.e., late HE / ER) at small 
sites in Boeotia reflect actual discontinuity or a failure to recognize non-imported local wares.   Bowden 
and Gill 1997, note, p. 77, that earlier Roman pottery in Methana tends to be poorly diagnostic—only three 
sites have more than four earlier Roman sherds—while, by contrast (p. 84), Late Roman pottery is very 
distinctive and diagnostic (only 13% of Late Roman ware was categorized as ‘uncertain’ in identification, 
compared to 32% of earlier Roman), and that this higher diagnosticity may partially distort our impression 
of the later period.  Mee and Forbes 1997, 39, also note this problem of relative diagnosticity for the LR 
combed wares.  Similarly, for Kea, Cherry et al. 1991, 331, note that the Late Roman period has many 
more ‘definite’ highly diagnostic wares, especially due to well-known Late Roman tablewares.  Scholars 
have usually concluded that such factors are unlikely to distort conclusions altogether, as, for instance, with 
Alcock 1993, 53: “ “Source criticism” of the archaeological data for early imperial Greece, therefore, goes 
some way toward establishing the relative reliability of currently available survey results, while at the same 
time warning us not to take the evidence of absolute site numbers entirely at face value.  Some refinement 
of the patterns may well occur as further period-specific ceramic analysis is completed.  On present 
evidence, however, nothing suggest that the overall observed trends in rural activity will be reversed, nor 
that they are the simple by-product of archaeological ignorance.”  Bintliff 2000b, 6-7, notes the problem of 
different diagnosticity among periods and the problem of defining sites of the ‘lesser historic periods’, and 
notes the combed ware specifically for LR period, and the problem of source criticism: “Future ‘source-
criticism’ of these findings will certainly need to provide a richer set of scenarios beyond ‘site’ and ‘not a 
site’, in which a wider range of behaviours is modelled in surface artefact terms.   It is far from 
inconceivable that the central hypothesis may be overturned, that is, that ‘major phases’ are an artefact of 
the way we have collected and interpreted the material” (p. 6) 
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Early Medieval period, that efforts to question our data are not likely to affect greatly our 

picture of the period.  There is good reason to be skeptical of this assumption.  As is 

widely acknowledged at least in passing, the Late Roman pottery is highly visible and 

identifiable on the ground and more likely to be picked up in surface survey as 

‘diagnostic’; and consequently, the period is probably exaggerated relative to earlier and 

later periods.  But the degree to which the period might be exaggerated has never been 

addressed, the assumption being that it cannot be too severe.  As this section argues, the 

relative degree of difference in period visibility can be so significant that failing to 

consider it might completely change a perception of the period on the ground.   

 

Until a degree of source criticism is introduced and applied to survey data, we might 

still question whether the paucity of Early Roman material, and the abundance of Late 

Roman material, is more a product of our ability to recognize the material at each of these 

periods than a demographic phenomenon per se.  This is an important question, indeed, 

for it determines essentially how we characterize the relationship between the periods, 

and ultimately the state of the countryside in either.  Synthetic studies of the sort 

conducted by Cynthia Kosso for the provinces of Achaia provide a well-needed step 

toward a comprehensive treatment of the province for Late Antiquity and offer a good 

picture of the abundant material culture of the province during this period, but can only 

be tentative since they use data at face value.  Without a proper understanding of how 

problems like ceramic visibility affect interpretation of survey data, it is relatively 

difficult to understand the Late Antique countryside generally, and it is for this reason 

that the slow move toward historical synthesis for the province of Achaia may have its 

advantages.  Hence, before scholarship presses outward to begin to synthesize, it must go 

deeper in and investigate the nature of our data and the nature of change, since both are 

important for understanding the general pattern for the province.   

 

This is hardly an insignificant issue, for as mentioned above, Greece and the Aegean, 

as the heartland of survey work in the Eastern Mediterranean, have come to play a 

distinctive role in creating the picture of the entire eastern empire in the fourth to seventh 
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centuries AD.  The new generation of anti-Jonesians and anti-Rostovtzeffinans have  

been firmly committed to using such survey data sets because they seem to evince social 

and economic patterns, the surest proof for their more positive revision of the countryside 

in Late Antiquity.  But we must ask again whether these conclusions really follow from a 

critical reading of the data.   

 

As only one example, if we think of models of change between Early and Late Roman 

periods, should we see Late Antique settlement exploding out of an earlier Roman void 

(i.e., a re-habitation of the land) or does Late Antique settlement occur as a final greater 

investment in the countryside within previously invested settlement structures (i.e., 

continuity and investment)?  These models of change are entirely different, for one sees 

Late Antiquity as something very different than its preceding earlier Roman period and 

presumably indicative of broader demographic or economic change, while the other 

minimizes the difference in settlement between the two halves of the Roman period and 

emphasizes only the difference in overall material terms (more pottery).  In one model, 

the data indicates actual change in social and economic structures, and in another, 

continuity of social and economic structures.  Lying not too deeply beneath the surface, 

of course, is the debate about the nature of the Roman economy.  This is the kind of 

question that is intimately connected to the data and the question of ceramic abundance; 

and this is the kind of question that can be addressed with a closer view of the evidence 

and a degree of source criticism.   

 

4.1.3. Questions, Problems, and the Directions of this Chapter  

The rest of this chapter examines a specific set of data, that collected by the Eastern 

Korinthia Survey, to discuss the well-known phenomenon of abundance and its 

implications for the history of the countryside.  We could pick any territory to address 

questions of Roman pottery, but the Eastern Corinthia is particularly appropriate for a 

number of reasons.  On the one hand, the land was especially suited for agriculture, and 

consequently inhabited and farmed throughout antiquity.  Historically, this was the 

countryside of perhaps the most important and well-connected city of Roman Greece, 
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which throughout antiquity, acted as a central trading hub between east and west.  As I 

will discuss in the next chapter, the EKAS survey area lay directly in the middle of a 

main travel corridor from Corinth to Isthmia (and then to Athens) and Corinth to 

Kenchreai (and then further to the East), and covered the most important crossroads of 

the Corinthia, at a ridge where roads from east, south, west, and north converged and met.  

The territory of EKAS, then, was a region of significant rural activity throughout the 

ancient city’s occupation, with direct access to harbors and external markets.  In this 

territory, we can expect a highly visible Roman landscape due to 1) substantial ceramic 

deposition (a product of lots of activity on good agricultural lands) and 2) a large number 

of imports (a product of its position at a trading crossroads).   

 

Secondly, this is the territory of one of the longest-running and most extensively 

excavated Roman cities in the eastern Mediterranean, which can provide a wealth of 

excavated ceramic comparanda.35  Recent work on Corinth’s Roman and Late Roman 

ceramic sequences and typologies can offer much-needed points of comparison, and 

quantified studies can provide a means of measuring survey assemblages (see below).36  

In addition to work at Corinth proper, a long history of excavation and survey in the near 

vicinity of the Corinthia allow some useful comparanda.37  

 

And finally, the recent completion of the Eastern Korinthia Archaeological Survey 

offers a workable set of quantifiable data.  The Korinthia Survey was a ‘siteless’ survey, 

which chose the artifact as the basic unit of analysis.  We were a survey that counted 

pottery, and in a very intense, representative way, via the Chronotype system.  Although 

this data will not allow us to quantify actual amounts of material on the ground, it does 

allow us to understand the relative frequencies behind the spikes in our data and to point 
                                                 
35 cf., Williams and Bookides 2003. 
 
36 Slane 2000, 2003; Sanders 2003; Sanders and Slane, Forthcoming.   
 
37 Major nearby surveys include Nemea Valley Archaeological Project; Argolid Exploration Project; 
Methana Survey; Sicyonia project.  Major excavations have occurred at Kenchreai, Isthmia, Argos, and 
Stymphalia.  There are innumerable archaeological reports of work conducted by the Greek Ministry of 
Culture. 
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some fingers at the pottery types responsible for our patterns.  Since we collected artifacts 

in a generally representative manner of what we saw on the ground, we can potentially 

analyze our data in far more precise and sophisticated ways than previous surveys.  

Doing this allows us to understand abundance of the latter Roman period relative to the 

earlier, and to generate conclusions far different than we might expect on the basis of that 

understanding.   

 

The remainder of the chapter assesses Late Antique abundance as indicated by 

intensive survey data, especially as the pattern of ordinary potsherds contributes to a 

general picture of the Corinthian countryside.  The chapter uses the Corinthia as a case 

study to show how a seemingly Late Antique abundance can become immediately 

deflated when the data is rightly understood.   In the end, I will argue that “abundance” is 

largely exaggerated by the nature of our data and that Late Antique habitation and land 

use in the Corinthia should not be understood in terms of an explosion, but a final phase 

in a long ancient history of investing in places in the countryside. 
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4.2. Roman Pottery in the Eastern Corinthia 
The Eastern Korinthia Archaeological Survey was carried out in the summers of 1999, 

2000, and 2001, with study seasons following in 2002 and 2003.38  The main area of 

research was the area between Ancient Corinth and Isthmia, directly east of Hexamilia 

and Xylokeriza, and presumably cutting across the main E-W route between the 

sanctuary at Isthmia and the urban center at Corinth.  Those familiar with this area know 

that this is the location of the well-known sites of Gonia, Yiriza, and Perdhikaria, several 

Roman tombs, and an area of ancient quarrying activities.  Our survey investigations also 

occurred elsewhere, in the area directly north of Kenchreai, south of Kenchreai along the 

coast (Vayia and Vigla), and inland in the area of Sophiko at a location known as Lakka 

Skoutara.  Most of the units, however, occurred in the area directly west of the modern 

village of Kyras Vrysi.   

 

The survey methods of EKAS followed the standard procedures established by the 

Nemea Valley Project, Pylos Regional Project, and the Sydney Cyprus Survey Project, 

where surveyors walk transects across small survey units, at ten meter intervals, counting 

and noting all cultural remains, especially pottery and tile, but also glass, coins, and the 

like.  The survey units in EKAS were called “Discovery Units” (DUs) and corresponded 

to geomorphic boundaries (sometimes modern field boundaries); these Discovery Units 

were quite small, on average only about 3,000 square meters, smaller than is typical for 

surveys in Greece.   

 

In each Discovery Unit, we collected essentially two kinds of artifactual data: 1) the 

total number of artifacts (pottery, tile, lithics, and other); and 2) the total number of 

unique pottery types.  As for total artifact counts, fieldwalkers counted with clicker 

counters every piece of pottery, tile, stone tools / debris in their swath, as well as other 

artifacts not fitting into these classes.  Because these artifacts were counted consistently, 

we can quantify artifacts of different classes as spatially distributed across the Corinthia. 
                                                 
38 The data from this survey has been discussed in a variety of individual conference papers and published 
studies (see W. Caraher and T.E. Gregory, Forthcoming).  A preliminary report has been accepted by 
Hesperia and is in final stages of revision.  See T. Tartaron et al., Forthcoming.   
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As for the second kind of artifact data (unique artifact types), EKAS employed an 

artifact sampling strategy called the Chronotype system to characterize the finds in each 

of the Discovery Units.  The Chronotype is a unique artifact type with specific physical 

and chronological characteristics.  Often these corresponded to well-known pottery types 

(e.g., ARS Form 50, Micaceous Water Jars) but we also accounted for material that many 

surveys pass over—less diagnostic medium coarse ware pottery dated sometime between 

antiquity and the Medieval period; or Corinthian tiles dated to antiquity—with the 

thought that these artifacts also relate some specific information about the use of the land, 

although without the precision of an artifact like ARS Form 104A.  We were, of course, 

sensitive to the fact that fieldwalkers might have problems recognizing the fine physical 

characteristics that distinguish one type of coarse pottery from another, and therefore 

instructed walkers to collect artifacts if there were any doubt about the uniqueness of the 

pottery.  The artifacts were then processed and analyzed in the field by ceramic 

analysts.39   

 

 Beyond standardizing and facilitating collection strategies and processing in the 

field, the Chronotype system is also designed to provide a systematic sample of the kinds 

of artifacts and periods encountered in the process of surface survey.  Obviously the 

number of potential examples of a single Chronotype in a Discovery Unit will vary 

according to the size and shape of the unit, and the number of fieldwalkers needed to 

survey the unit.  In principle, four or five fieldwalkers in a unit could produce four or five 

times as many examples of a single Chronotype as one fieldwalker.  Moreover, since the 

Chronotype system is designed to eliminate duplicates, there is no way of knowing the 

absolute number of examples of a Chronotype seen (and discarded) in any given walker 

swath, let alone the number of examples of that Chronotype in any specific DU.  

Although these factors make precise quantification of artifact types in the Corinthia 

impossible, the Chronotype sampling system does provide a rough approximation of the 
                                                 
39 The frequent occurrence of generally undiagnostic medium-coarse wares in each Discovery Unit 
suggests that fieldworkers overcollected rather than under-collected.  See the discussion of this in Tartaron 
et al., Forthcoming. 
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relative ubiquity of artifact types encountered in the Eastern Corinthia.  Since the 

principal alternatives in Greek survey archaeology—random grab collection, or sampling 

only the diagnostic artifacts at a site—have often been, by their very nature, non-

systematic, we feel that the Chronotype system is a significant improvement in artifact 

sampling strategies that can provide a more nuanced understanding of diversity of 

cultural material in a region.   

 

 The value of the kind of siteless survey data we have collected is the potential for a 

variety of ways of analyzing it.  Because artifacts were collected in a representative and 

consistent manner, and because this data was keyed into a Microsoft Access database,40 it 

is possible to query and quantify the project’s finds data in whatever way we like.41  With 

siteless data, one can make the artifact the basic unit of analysis and ask questions about 

the distribution of particular kinds of material across the landscape.   Or we can turn 

around and make the survey unit the basic object of analysis.  What did units generally 

contain on average?  So, with the question of Late Roman “explosion”, we could query 

our data for the nature of overall artifacts (what kind and how many?), or the typical 

survey unit (what kinds of LR artifacts were contained).  All of the following analysis of 

the LR period in the EKAS area is based on queries of this data.     

 

 On the surface, the Late Roman countryside in the Eastern Corinthia is a very busy 

one.42  This can be measured in several ways: 1) the relative proportion of total LR 

                                                 
40 The analysis information from these artifacts was entered into Microsoft Access and exist in a large 
database that we can query for a variety of information.  All of the following analysis is based on queries of 
the data.  The advantage of data of this sort is the degree of control one has over the data.  The value of the 
kind of siteless survey data we have collected is the potential for a variety of ways of analyzing it.  With 
siteless data, one can make the artifact the basic unit of analysis and ask questions about the distribution of 
particular kinds of material across the landscape.   Or we can turn around and make the survey unit the 
basic object of analysis.  What did units generally contain on average?  So, with the question of Late 
Roman “explosion”, we could query our data for the composition of overall artifacts (what kind and how 
many?), or the typical survey unit (what kinds of LR artifacts were contained).   
 
41 The query that I ran in 2003 showed that 1,372 of 1,463 units (93.8%) yielded some artifacts—this unit 
total does not include units that were keyed but unsurveyed due to fences or 0% visibility.   
 
42 The following statistics are based only the normal discovery survey units and exclude any artifacts 
recovered in ‘non-systematic’ ways, such as from grab sampling.  Hence, if a unit was identified to the 
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material to that of other periods; 2) the overall spatial frequency of LR pottery compared 

to other periods; 3) the average artifact densities / period; and 4) the ubiquity of LR 

material throughout the Corinthia. 

 

If we look simply at the finds data, regardless of the spatial location of the finds, there 

is simply more Late Roman pottery than that of periods immediately preceding or 

following (Figure 4.3).  Late Roman pottery constitutes 4.5% of all pottery analyzed by 

EKAS, the best represented of the chronological periods in EKAS.43  By stark contrast, 

the Early Roman period produced less than one percent of the total artifacts recovered 

through normal Discovery Unit survey, whereas the total count for Early Medieval 

artifacts found through normal intensive survey was nineteen, less than a bare fraction of 

a percent in terms of overall artifact counts.  The only periods really to compare to the 

Late Roman were the Archaic-Hellenistic and the Early Modern-Modern periods.   

 
Period    # Artifacts  % of Total  
        Artifacts Read 
Early Roman   329     0.86% 
Late Roman   1,707     4.50% 
Early Medieval   19     0.05% 
Figure 4.3.  Number of late Roman artifacts analyzed  
 
 Second, material that can be securely tied to the Late Roman period is found in more 

discovery units in the EKAS area than any other period.  Figure 4.4 shows the relative 

spatial frequency of the period as revealed through standard survey.  Late Roman ceramic 

                                                                                                                                                 
Early Roman or Late Roman period only on the basis of a grab, it would not be considered in the 
calculation.  This offers a fairer comparison of periods identified only by the Chronotype system. 
 
43 Over the course of three full seasons, fieldwalkers counted some 146,599 artifacts in the process of 
surveying 1,336 Discovery Units.  Most of the artifacts counted were pottery (74.5%) and tile (24.4%) 
fragments, with lithics and other types of artifacts (e.g., marble revetment, glass, metal) comprising a bare 
1% of all artifacts counted.  Of this enormous body of counted artifacts, 38,337 (or, 26.2% of the artifacts 
seen) were collected by fieldwalkers using the Chronotype system and subsequently analyzed by the 
processing team, and have now entered the Finds database, and it is this ‘analyzed’ figure of 38,337 that 
forms the total artifact count from which the figures in this chapter are generated.  This count is based on 
standard Chronotype collection procedures and in order to establish fair comparison between units, it 
excludes other types of non-systematic forms of collection, such as grab samples, that were commonly 
made when in the field.  It also is based on only the discovery units surveyed in standard ways and excludes 
experimental, extensive, and LOCA units. 
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fragments are found in 43% of all survey units, compared to a meager 14.5% of units 

with early Roman pottery, and a nearly negligible 1.1% of units with Medieval pottery.44  

A good visual representation of this pattern can be seen in Figure 4.5 which depicts the 

presence / absence of Late Roman material in the main transect of survey units; it is very 

near impossible to step foot in this main corridor of the Eastern Corinthia without 

encountering Late Roman wares.   

 
Period        # Units   % of Overall Units 
Early Roman (31 BC-250 AD)    193 Units    14.5% 
Late Roman (AD 250-700)     577 Units    43.2% 
Early Medieval (AD 700-1200)  14 Units    1.1% 
Figure 4.4.  Late Roman Units (compared to periods preceding and 
following)  

 
 

Third, when Late Roman pottery appears in a unit, it appears at higher average 

densities than when other periods appear in a unit.  So, for instance, the average LR 

density is approximately double that of Early Roman and Early Medieval average 

densities;45 the average LR density is about 68 Late Roman artifacts per hectare, 

compared with significantly lower Early Roman (33 artifacts / ha) and Early Medieval 

(30 artifacts / ha) average densities.46 

 

                                                 
44 The total unit count for normal intensive “discovery unit” survey was 1,336.  This total includes only 
units surveyed in a standard way, i.e., 10 meter spacing, and it does not include experimental, extensive, 
LOCA units, and other units sampled in non-standard ways. 
 
45 As noted below, the Chronotype system is designed to eliminate duplicates, and therefore likely 
underrepresents actual Late Roman density, since multiple examples of certain Late Roman Chronotypes 
(e.g., combed ware) commonly appear in a walker’s swath.   
 
46 For the EKAS area generally, the average artifact density overall was .189 artifacts / sq. meter walked, or 
nearly 20 artifacts for every 10 x 10 meter space walked.  With an average discovery unit size of 2906 
square meters, we can estimate on average 550 artifacts were present on the surface in the typical unit in 
EKAS territory, which must represent only a fraction of the material found in the plowzone.  This average 
density is substantially lower than the typical average density for artifacts found on sites: cf., for instance, 
figures in Kardulias et al. 1995, 9.  
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Figure 4.5. The Ubiquity of Late Roman Artifacts in main 
transect area surveyed by EKAS.  Red dot indicates presence of 
Late Roman pottery 
 

 And finally, LR pottery is found throughout the entire Corinthia (Figure 4.6).  

Although we unfortunately did not survey significant area in the southern Corinthia, our 

limited survey at Ayia Katerini, northwest of Korphos, and at the coastal rises of Vigla 

and Vayia, indicates the presence of LR pottery in those ‘marginal’ locations.  While LR 

material is not as thick in this more peripheral Corinthia, it does nonetheless appear in 

limited quantities.   
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Figure 4.6. Survey areas in the southeast Corinthia, with 
Late Roman presence indicated by red dot 
 
 In the main corridor that forms the Eastern Corinthia, on the other hand, the 

abundance of Late Roman pottery is so thick that it is difficult to pattern the artifactual 

data into recognizable “sites,” especially given the frequency of multiple period 

components in most survey units.  The more general pattern is a near continuous carpet of 

Late Antique artifacts of fluctuating density.  As Appendix I argues, however, it is 

possible to pattern this continuous distribution of LR pottery into coherent spatial 

groupings by ranking the varying density of LR pottery across space.  These we call 

LOCAs, an acronym for “Localized Cultural Anomalies,” which is the category EKAS 

used to define sites in the survey territory.  Figures 4.7 and 4.8 below, for instance, show 

the distribution of LR pottery by the total count of LR artifacts found in each survey unit.  

As one can see, many LR units produce only one to three LR potsherds, and only a few 

units yield more than 7 LR potsherds.  The densest LR units, after accounting for 

differences in the areas of the unit, form the basis for defining the Late Roman LOCAs, 
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which we will return to at a later point in this chapter (See Appendix I for further 

discussion of patterning the continuous carpet into LR sites). 

 
 

 
Figure 4.7. Late Roman material in western part of 
transect, as indicated by total count of Late Roman 
artifacts 
 

 
Figure 4.8. Late Roman material in area near 
Isthmia and Kenchreai, as indicated by total count 
of Late Roman artifacts 
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Furthermore, the presence of Late Roman material is often found in association with 

earlier periods.  When we compare the Late Roman with the Early Roman period, the 

appearance of explosion seems to stand out, and EKAS indicates a very strong pattern 

between earlier and later phases.   About 148 of 193 units (76.8%) with Early Roman 

pottery also had Late Roman pottery.  Figures 4.9-4.14 below indicate this pattern in 

spatial terms by showing the count of Early Roman (red dots) and Late Roman (blue 

dots) artifacts in the main Isthmian transect.  The larger the dot, the more specimens 

found.47  By all appearances, the Late Roman presence is far brighter than the Early 

Roman, and appears to represent veritable explosion of material.   

 

 
Figure 4.9. Frequency of Early Roman (Red dots) and Late 
Roman (Blue dots) pottery in main survey area 
 
 

                                                 
47 This figure does not average by area of unit and does not account for visibility, so this is only an 
approximation based on total number of artifacts identified to each period.  The sizes for the dots for Early 
Roman and Late Roman total counts range at increments of 3.5.  There were ten maximum artifacts of 
Early Roman date in a unit, whereas for the Late Roman period there were as many as 35 artifacts or more 
in a unit; this explains the differences in size.   
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Figure 4.10. Frequency of Early Roman (red dots) and Late 
Roman (blue dots) pottery between Kromna and 
Perdhikaria   
 

 
Figure 4.11. Frequency of Early Roman (red dots) and Late 
Roman (blue dots) pottery west of Isthmia 
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Figure 4.12. Frequency of Early Roman (red dots) and Late 
Roman (blue dots) pottery south of Isthmia   
 

 
Figure 4.13. Frequency of Early Roman (red dots) and Late 
Roman (blue dots) pottery north and west of Kenchreai   
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Figure 4.14. Frequency of Early Roman (red dots) and Late 
Roman (blue dots) pottery north of Oneion   

 

However we measure, the Late Roman period is far more visible than the periods 

immediately preceding or following.  Late Roman pottery is denser, more ubiquitous and 

extensive, and simply more abundant overall.  Taken at face value, this pattern would 

seem to support an interpretation for settlement expansion, population explosion, or more 

intensive agriculture in the final phase of the Roman period, an interpretation consistent 

with other regions of Greece and the Aegean.  As the following section will show, 

however, ceramic abundance cannot be taken at face value but must be deconstructed and 

interpreted at a number of levels before drawing historical conclusions.  When we do this, 

we see that the later Roman period in the Eastern Corinthia is an outgrowth of the earlier 

Roman period rather than something qualitatively different.   
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4.3. Source Criticism: Deflating Late Antique Abundance 
How should we understand the relationship of the earlier and later Roman periods in 

the EKAS survey territory, as well the other areas of Greece where regional survey has 

been done, in light of the data generated from archaeological survey?  In part, any 

assessment of the relationship of the two periods from survey data must begin by taking a 

close look at the pottery finds themselves, critically discussing the differential visibility 

of periods based on those finds, and thinking about what kind of historical conclusions 

are possible given these differences.    

 

 

4.3.1. Source Criticism of the Eastern Korinthia Survey Data 

Although Late Roman material may be thick on the ground in the Eastern Corinthia 

relative to the  preceding and following periods, there is every indication that this is 

mainly a product of the period’s greater recognizability and diagnosticity.  Because we 

meticulously counted the types of pottery for each period found in each unit in a manner 

representative of what we saw, we can easily generate a list of the most common 

Chronotypes either for each unit or for all the units altogether.48  Figures 4.15 and 4.16 

provide such a list, the former of the fifteen most abundant Chronotypes in the Eastern 

Corinthia,49 and the latter of the ten most common Late Roman Chronotypes.  What is 

clear in both of these charts is the dominance of two major Late Roman Chronotypes—

                                                 
48 Although ceramic quantification studies usually occur on the basis of excavated data, it is possible to 
quantify the grosser kind of data generated by surface survey so long as the researcher makes clear what it 
is that is being quantified.  The EKAS data does not allow us to quantify the total artifact counts 
encountered during survey, but rather the total number of artifacts sampled during surface survey by use of 
our sampling system (the Chronotype system), which is designed to eliminate duplicates and substantially 
reduce the number of pieces of the common Chronotypes collected by fieldwalkers.  This sampling 
strategy, then, is likely to underestimate significantly the total number of pieces of very common 
Chronotypes where a walker is likely to encounter duplicates in his swath.  Hence, we should expect that 
the biases discussed below are actually *worse* than these numbers imply. 
 
49 These top fifteen Chronotypes constitute a total of 61.2% of all artifacts analyzed by EKAS field teams.  
That is, 61% of all artifacts analyzed by EKAS pottery teams belonged to one of these fifteen most 
common Chronotypes.  Late Roman Spirally Grooved Ware and Combed Ware formed 3% of all analyzed 
artifacts.  While this may seem insubstantial compared to the top three Chronotypes (e.g., Medium Coarse 
Ware, Ancient), the two Late Roman Chronotypes make the Late Roman period far more visible than any 
other “narrow” period, i.e., a period denoting a time span of less than about 500 years. 
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spirally grooved ware and combed ware—in terms of both the overall artifact counts for 

the survey and the overall Late Roman wares.50  These two Chronotypes alone form a 

substantial portion (2.8%) of the overall number of artifacts analyzed from intensive 

survey units and constitute the majority (n = 1073; 62.8%) of the 1,707 total pieces of 

Late Roman pottery identified in the survey, even though some thirty other Chronotypes 

dating to the Late Roman period were recorded during surface survey.   

 

The use of the surface treatments “spiral grooving” and “combing” as the basis for 

Late Roman Chronotypes derives from the terminology and chronologies for Roman 

pottery in excavations from the Athenian Agora, established by Henry S. Robinson and 

still the chief authority for Roman-period coarse ware chronologies in the Aegean.51  The 

terms are often mentioned in archaeological literature for Greece and the Aegean because 

the surface treatments appear on vessels that are so frequent in this region, and, because 

the publication of the Athenian Agora volumes tied the surface treatments to the late 

Roman period.   For the Athenian Agora, Robinson dated “spiral grooving” to the fourth, 

and especially fifth and sixth centuries, and dated the “combing” to the sixth and seventh 

centuries AD.52  Recent work on Roman commerce and trade has shown the frequency of 

spiral grooving and combing on amphorae and closed transport vessels of the E. 

Mediterranean, especially the LR amphora series,53 although such surface treatment is 

also known to occur on other shapes and forms,54 as well as other periods.55   

                                                 
50 Wheel-Ridged Ware also forms a substantial portion of the overall counts.  Although wheel ridging is 
often linked to the Late Roman period, it is not uncommon in the first and second centuries and has 
therefore been grouped with the broader “Roman” period rather than the more specific “Late Roman” 
period.  
 
51 Henry Robinson 1959, The Athenian Agora Volume 5.  Cf. p. 6 for a definition of these terms from a 
ceramic perspective.  Cf. recently Moore 2000, 169-74.   
 
52 The publications of the Roman pottery from Saraçhane and other Mediterranean deposits have 
demonstrated that wavy narrow combing can be dated as late as the mid-7th century.  Cf. Hayes 1992. 
 
53 Cf. D.P.S. Peacock, and D.F. Williams, Amphorae and the Roman Economy: An Introductory Guide, 
London 1986, Types 43, 46, 48, and 49; cf. Moore 2000, 169-74 for discussion..  
 
54 For the Late Roman period, this surface treatment is frequent especially on other closed utilitarian vessels 
such as pitchers and jugs.  Cf. Hjohlman 2002, 94-95. 
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Chronotype Period Count As a Percentage  
of Total Number of 
Artifacts Analyzed 

1. Medium Coarse Ware, Ancient Ancient 5,360 14.0% 

2. Medium Coarse Ware Ceramic Age 4,909 12.8% 
3. Medium Coarse Ware, Ancient 
Historic Ancient Historic 3,785 9.9% 

4. Tile, Ancient Historic Ancient Historic 1,830 4.8% 

5. Amphora, Ancient Historic Ancient Historic 1,236 3.2% 

6. Kitchen Ware, Ancient Ancient 1,149 3.0% 

7. Tile, Lakonian, Ancient Historic Ancient Historic 830 2.2% 

8. Tile Post-Prehistoric 829 2.2% 

9. Kitchen Ware, Ancient Historic Ancient Historic 719 1.9% 

10. Spirally Grooved Ware Roman, Late 702 1.8% 

11. Wheel-Ridged Ware Roman 568 1.5% 

12. Kitchen Ware Ceramic Age 406 1.1% 

13. Pithos, Orange and Blue Core 
Archaic-
Classical 401 1.0% 

14. Tile, Lakonian Post-Prehistoric 385 1.0% 

15. Combed Ware Roman, Late 371 1.0% 

Total  23,480 61.2% 
Figure 4.15. The 15 most abundant chronotypes represented in finds (in 
order of frequency)56 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
55  “Grooving” and “combing”, of course, occur on vessels of later periods, especially various Byzantine 
coarse and plain wares.  For instance, grooving and ridging occur on amphorae (as well as other vessels) 
between Late Roman and Byzantine times at Saraçhane (for amphorae, Cf. Hayes 1992, 61-79); grooving, 
ridging, and combing are known for Byzantine plain wares, cooking wares, and amphorae at Sparta (Cf. 
Sanders 1993, 268-83) and Byzantine unglazed vessels from Corinth (Cf. McKay 1967, 272-300); grooving 
and combing also occurs in Late Medieval contexts, such as the late medieval village published by Gerstel 
et al. 2003, examples at pp. 162-63, #18, fig. 10 and p. 184: #52, fig. 37.  Hence, the presence of surface 
treatment alone does not indicate a specifically Late Antique date, but identification must occur in 
conjunction with studies of clay, color, fabric, and form.   
 
56 This and the following tables consider only those Chronotypes recovered using typical Discovery Unit 
survey methods and exclude grab samples, resurveyed units, LOCAs, and experimental units. 
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Chronotype Total 

As a Percentage of 
Total Number of LR 

Chronotypes Analyzed 

Spirally Grooved Ware 702 41.1% 

Combed Ware 371 21.7% 

Amphora, Late Roman 2 108 6.3% 

Kitchen Ware, Roman Late 96 5.6% 

Amphora, Palestinian 82 4.8% 

Phocaean Ware 68 4.0% 

Medium Coarse Ware, Roman Late 57 3.3% 

Phocaean Ware 3 46 2.7% 

Amphora, Late Roman 1 23 1.4% 

Amphora, Roman Late 22 1.3% 

  1707 92.2% 
Figure 4.16.  Ten most abundant Late Roman chronotypes  
 
 

Although body sherds with “combed” or “grooved” surface treatments cannot usually 

be linked to specific amphora types, even in excavation, they are suggestive of vessel 

types from the fourth to early seventh centuries AD and can usually be connected with 

closed forms.57  In EKAS, the likely source for these predominantly coarseware body 

sherds are the most frequent medium coarseware Late Roman types identified on the 

basis of specific feature sherds such as rims and handles.  Figure 4.17, for instance, 

indicates the counts for the most common Late Roman amphora types in our survey, 

based only on ‘feature sherds’ such as rims, bases, and handles that are usually indicative 

of specific pottery types (excluding body sherds from the counts).  If these feature sherds 

are an approximate indication of relative proportions of Late Roman amphoras in the 

survey area, the best candidates for many of the grooved and combed wares would 

probably be the Late Roman 2 Amphoras, which occur so commonly at nearby sites in 

                                                 
57 In this discussion, it is important to keep in mind that there is some overlap in the Chronotypes listed in 
Figure 4.15 above.  The “Spirally Grooved Ware” and “Combed Ware” Chronotypes, for instance, 
primarily refer to Chronotypes of a specific fabric and surface treatment, and are almost exclusively body 
sherds.  The recovery of feature sherds usually allows an assignment to a more specific Chronotype like 
“LR 1 Amphora.” 
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Greece and the Aegean,58 and are the most abundant type (n=107) in our survey area.59  

Although other surveys have linked combed and grooved decoration to Byzantine 

amphora types,60 feature sherds from Byzantine amphora are so poorly represented in our 

survey area that this possibility can be at least minimized.     

 

 

Period Chronotype 

Count 
(excluding body 
sherds) 

Late Roman Amphora, Late Roman 2 107 

Late Roman Amphora, Palestinian 22 

Late Roman Amphora, Late Roman 1 22 

Late Roman Amphora, Aegean Red 1 14 

Late Roman Amphora, Late Roman 13 

Late Roman Amphora, Aegean Red 2 11 
Figure 4.17. Counts of most common Late Roman amphora types based 
on feature sherds only 
 
 
 Such is the general nature of our counts for the Late Roman period in EKAS: 

predominance of amphora sherds and medium coarse wares with grooving and combing 

for surface treatment.  While the predominance of coarse ware and amphora sherds for 

Late Roman wares in EKAS should be little surprise to those familiar with survey 

pottery, its interpretive implications are most significant, especially when compared with, 

for example, the Early Roman period (Cf. Figure 4.18, below).  While certain classes of 

objects like lamps and kitchenwares do not differ radically between the two periods, the 

relative percentages of fine ware and coarse ware sherds are substantially different.  The 
                                                 
58 Karagiorgou 2001. 
 
59 The only other real possible sources for these combed and grooved sherds, as indicated by LR rims and 
feature sherds, are Palestinian and LR1 amphoras, as well as other kinds of medium coarse ware LR vessels 
(n=43), which occur with some frequency. 
 
60 See the observation by Cherry et al., 1991, 49-51, that although the off-site “combed ware” counted in 
the N. Keos Survey may range from Late Roman to Byzantine in date, most were likely to be from Middle 
Byzantine Saraçhane Type 61 Amphoras rather than Late Roman amphoras, based on the frequency of 
Type 61 Amphoras identified from feature sherds discovered on sites.  The Saraçhane Type 61 amphora is, 
indeed, very common in Boeotia as well: cf. Vroom 2004, 87-134.  
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great majority (83.0%) of Late Roman wares analyzed by EKAS represent ordinary 

coarse wares and amphora fragments, with fine wares (9.7%) and kitchenwares (5.6%) 

following, but at much lower relative percentages.  The pottery of the Early Roman 

period, by contrast, is more evenly divided between medium coarse / amphora wares 

(36.2%), finewares (38.0%), and, to a lesser extent, kitchen wares (24.9%).  The main 

factor responsible for the difference in relative proportion of fabric groups for the two 

periods is the dramatically different count of coarse wares / amphorae.  In the Eastern 

Corinthia, utilitarian vessel fragments were simply much more important signatures of 

the Late Roman period than they were for the Early Roman period: the number of Late 

Roman coarseware sherds (n = 1,417) outnumbers the number of Early Roman 

coarseware sherds (n = 119) by a factor of 12 to 1.61  Consequently, for the Early Roman 

period, fine wares and kitchenwares were proportionally far more important signatures in 

signaling Early Roman presence.  The vast amount—83.0%—of Late Roman artifacts 

were coarse wares, mainly amphorae, whereas the majority (38%) of Early Roman 

artifacts were finewares.  Although for both periods, the number of identified fineware 

sherds (165 vs. 125) and kitchen ware sherds (96 vs. 82) were similar, for the Late 

Roman period, these wares were proportionally much less important than coarseware 

sherds in filling out the landscape.   

 

Fabric  Group 

Late Roman 
Pottery 
Count 

% LR 
Pottery 

Early Roman 
Pottery Count 

% ER 
Pottery 

Coarse Wares & 
Amphora 1417 83.0% 119 36.2% 
Fine Wares 165 9.7% 125 38.0% 
Kitchen Wares 96 5.6 % 82 24.9% 
Lamp 6 0.4% 3 .91% 
Other  23 1.3% --- --- 
Total 1707 100.0% 329 100% 

Figure 4.18 – Breakdown of late Roman and early Roman fabric groups  
 
                                                 
61 It must be remembered, too, that the figure of 1,417 is likely to be a significant underrepresentation of the 
number of Late Roman coarseware sherds actually seen during survey since the Chronotype system is 
designed to eliminate duplicates.  Cf. note 48 above.  The disparity between the actual counts of coarse 
wares and the finewares is even greater than what is implied by these figures representing sampled 
quantity. 
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 What is the meaning of such difference?  Although there may be historical factors at 

work, the immediate cause appears to be entirely methodological, lying in our differing 

ability to recognize amphora and coarse wares from the two periods.  Simply put, Late 

Roman coarsewares are highly recognizable in the process of surface survey due to the 

surface treatment that became increasingly common from the third century AD: grooving 

and combing of the external surface of the vessel.  The degree to which this surface 

treatment spikes overall period numbers is substantial.  The Early Roman coarseware 

group is represented by 119 fragments of pottery, mainly from Koan-type amphorae, and 

all but one of these pieces were feature sherds, such as rims, bases, shoulders, and 

handles.  Only one Early Roman medium coarseware sherd was recognized from its 

surface treatment or fabric and fewer than 2% of identified Early Roman coarsewares 

were body sherds.  By contrast, some 83.5% (n = 1,183) of our Late Roman coarseware 

and amphora fragments were body sherds, identified on the basis of their surface 

treatment and fabric; only 16.5% (n = 234) of Late Roman coarsewares were “feature 

sherds” (Cf. Figure 4.19 below).  In other words, while the Early Roman presence is 

known almost entirely from finewares (like Eastern Sigillata), the rims and handles of 

amphorae, and to a lesser extent, kitchen-ware fabrics, the Late Roman period has the 

added advantage of having highly recognizable medium-coarse body sherds derived from 

utilitarian vessels.  Since utilitarian vessels occur much more frequently in the 

countryside than do fineware vessels, and since body sherds greatly outnumber rims, 

handles, and bases, we can see how and why the Late Roman period is abundantly more 

visible than the Early Roman period.62   

 

 

                                                 
62 We should also recognize here and in the following section that surface treatment like combing and 
grooving do not always extend over the whole body of an amphora or vessel, but sometimes are restricted 
to shoulders and necks.  This means that even though the Late Roman period is highly visible due to 
recognizable coarsewares, even this period is yet underrepresented in the landscape and would become 
more visible in the course of more precise identification of the plain coarsewares.  Even still, this does not 
greatly undermine the following argument since LR coarsewares are still substantially more visible than ER 
coarsewares.   
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Late Roman Medium Coarse and Amphora 
Sherds

0.7%

83.5%

6.8%

0.6%

8.4%

Base
Body
Handle
Neck/Shoulder
Rim

 
Figure 4.19. Breakdown of vessel parts of Late Roman 
utilitarian vessels 
 
 In sum, then, the Late Roman explosion in the Eastern Corinthia is made far more 

visible by the ubiquity of very identifiable body sherds, while the Early Roman period, by 

contrast, depends more on a typically less common kind of pottery in survey, fine ware 

rims, handles, and bases.  While admitting this is to suggest nothing new—the fact of 

differential visibility for different periods has been pointed out numerous times before—

it does indicate that the relative difference can be far more significant than anyone has 

posited, so great, in fact, that failing to account for relative differences would entirely 

distort the historical conclusions drawn from the data.   

 

   In the remainder of section 4.3, I will attempt to show how the problem of relative 

ceramic visibility for these periods is a general problem for many survey projects, not 

simply for EKAS, which stems from our artifact collection strategies and the way we 

chronologize our artifacts.  Following this, the following sections will explore ways of 

comparing two very uneven ceramic periods in order to understand the nature of change 

between periods.   

 

4.3.2. Assessing Other Busy Late Antique Countrysides 

 The ‘new wave’ of intensive surveys of the last generation are continuing to yield 

final publications.  Many of the surveys (e.g., Methana, Laconia, N. Keos, Oropos, 

Sydney-Cyprus Survey) have published their finds in a manner complete enough that it is 
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possible to use the data critically in reflective evaluation of changes between periods.  

Other projects (e.g., S. Argolid) promise forthcoming publications of the finds, and have 

published enough of the data to allow some impressions of the different periods, with 

occasional glances of the ceramic underbelly underlying their conclusions.  Given the 

range of thresholds of completeness of publication, any critical review of the data from 

these surveys will be incomplete and fragmentary by default.  Nonetheless, there is 

enough published data to demonstrate that problems of differential ceramic visibility for 

the Roman period are general problems for projects in the Aegean, and not specific 

problems for EKAS.  If there is a general pattern of Late Roman explosion in regional 

projects across Greece, there is also a general pattern of highly diagnostic pottery for this 

period which is at least partially responsible for the settlement pattern we typically see.   

 

 The following analysis reexamines previously published survey ceramic data.  In 

doing this, it does not at all challenge the actual identification of the pottery, but accepts 

outright that the pottery was identified correctly.  Nor is the discussion intended to 

impugn: the precise analysis that follows, after all, is only possible due to the responsible 

and complete publication and tabulation of the finds.  Rather, the following analysis 

attempts to demonstrate the degree to which all regional surveys are affected by the kinds 

of ceramic source problems discussed above; in doing so, it moves from a known (the 

identified pottery in different regional surveys in Greece) to an unknown (the pottery that 

was not identified).  One hope of this chapter is that it will encourage survey projects to 

publish the finds data from the projects in a manner complete enough to allow such 

reevaluation and reflection.  Indeed, it is absolutely essential for surveys to publish not 

only their interpretation but also the evidence from which they build those interpretations 

since, as will be shown below, final conclusions are not necessarily final.63     

 

 

 
                                                 
63 The following analysis focuses on those surveys in Greece which are best published.  It should be 
obvious that no comparison will be direct as different surveys have defined their periods and ceramic 
categories differently. 
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The Methana Survey 

 The most fully published catalogue of finds belongs to the Methana survey.  Because 

this survey annotated its finds in such a complete and systematic manner, it has the 

greatest potential for comparison with EKAS data.64  The peninsula’s location on the 

Saronic coastline in the Argolid is close enough to the Corinthia that we might also 

expect there to be distributive trade currents that would produce comparable ceramic 

assemblages.  The Methana survey divided the entire Roman period into three sub-

periods: the “Early Roman” (100 BC – AD 100), the “Middle Roman” (AD 100-300), 

and the “Late Roman” (AD 300-700), but the Early Roman and Middle Roman periods 

can be combined into a broader “Early Roman” period (100 BC-AD 300) in order to 

facilitate comparison with EKAS data.65  The collection strategy for the Methana Survey 

was the collection of diagnostic and feature sherds from sites.  
   

 A comparison of raw counts between Early and Late Roman in both the Korinthia 

Survey and the Methana Survey shows the degree to which Late Roman pottery 

dominates the overall count in its number.  In the Methana Survey, Early Roman forms a 

larger overall proportion of the pottery than it does in EKAS, but this is only a matter of 

degree, and in both surveys Early and Late Roman form similar proportions (Figure 

4.20). 

 
 

                                                 
64 Gill et al. 1997, Appendix IV.   The following figures were obtained by tediously counting the pottery as 
printed in the finds catalogue.  This analysis does not include pottery that represents ‘bridging’ periods: 
e.g., HE-ER or LC-ER or MR-LR, but it does include periods where uncertainty was a factor. 
 
65 Bowden and Gill 1997, 77, 84-90. Note that what the Methana Survey called “Roman” corresponds 
generally to the “Early Roman” Period for EKAS.  To avoid and compound confusion here and throughout 
this section, when I refer to “Roman,” I mean the entire Roman period as defined by EKAS (1st C. BC 
through 7th C. AD); when I refer to “Early Roman”, I refer to the EKAS period between the 1st C. BC and 
the 3rd century AD; and when I refer to “Late Roman”, I mean the EKAS period from the middle or end of 
the third century through the 7th century.  Some projects use the term “Middle Roman” for the period of the 
second to early fourth centuries AD.  Because this Middle Roman period falls before the fourth century 
AD, it can be subsumed within the slightly broader “Early Roman” period.  Where projects differ 
significantly with this terminology, it will be noted.  Cf. Figure 4.1  for different definitions and 
breakdowns of the Roman period.   
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Methana 
Survey  

Korinthia 
Survey  

N. Keos 
Survey 

 

Period Count 

% of 
Total 

Roman Count 
% of Total 

Roman Count 

% of Total 
Roman 

Early 
Roman 315 28.2% 329 16.2% 

32 13.8% 

Late 
Roman 801 71.8% 1707 83.8% 

199 86.2% 

Total 1116 100.0% 2036 100.0% 231 100% 
Figure 4.20. Early Roman to late Roman pottery for the EKAS, Methana and N. 
Keos Surveys 
 
 

More interesting, though, for our purposes is the degree to which the constituent parts 

of the vessel generally correspond for the two periods (see Figures 4.21-4.23 below).  For 

Methana in the Late Roman period, ordinary body fragments constitute the vast majority 

(71.4%) of wares that signal the Late Roman period, and this compares nicely with 

71.1% body sherds for EKAS.  For both surveys in the Early Roman period, body sherds 

constitute a lower percentage of the overall Early Roman pottery, and rims and handles 

and even bases play a far more important role in signaling the Early Roman period than 

they do for their later Roman counterpart.  For both surveys, body and feature sherds 

constitute radically different proportions of the overall assemblage between the Early and 

Late Roman periods (Figure 4.23); feature sherds form more than 60% of Early Roman 

sherd counts and less than 30% of Late Roman sherd counts! 

 

 
Methana: 
Early 
Roman   

EKAS: 
Early 
Roman  

Portion Sum % Total Sum % Total 
Base 51 16.2% 33 10.0%
Body 114 36.2% 134 40.7%
Handle 74 23.5% 111 33.7%
Rim 76 24.1% 49 14.9%
Other 0 0.0% 2 0.7%
 315 100.0% 329 100.0%

Figure 4.21. Early Roman pottery counts in the 
Methana and the Eastern Korinthia Survey  
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Methana: 
Late Roman   

EKAS: 
Late 
Roman  

Portion Sum % Total Sum % Total 
Base 24 3.0% 37 2.2%
Body 572 71.4% 1215 71.1%
Handle 75 9.4% 110 6.4%
Rim 130 16.2% 322 18.9%
Neck/Shoulder 0 0.0% 8 0.5%
Other 0 0.0% 15 0.9%
 801 100.0% 1707 100.0%

Figure 4.22. Late Roman pottery counts in the 
Methana and Eastern Korinthia Surveys 
 
 
 Body % Feature % Total % 
Methana (ER) 114 36.2% 201 63.8% 315 100.0% 
Methana (LR) 572 71.4% 229 28.6% 801  
EKAS (ER) 134 40.7% 195 59.3% 329 100.0% 
EKAS (LR) 1215 71.1% 492 28.9% 1707  

Figure 4.23. Comparison of feature sherds vs. body sherds / period in 
EKAS and Methana Surveys for early Roman and late Romans 
 
 
 The ‘culprit’ for spiking Methana’s Late Roman presence seems also to be the Late 

Roman “combed” and “grooved” body sherds, which constitute an enormous percentage 

of the overall Late Roman pottery: 43.1% (n = 345), and 12.4% (n = 99), respectively.66  

Removing such body sherds from the Late Roman mix would deflate the overall count of 

Late Roman artifacts in Methana by more than 50%!  As one might imagine, such sherds 

also have a tremendous affect on overall site numbers.  There were 58 sites with Late 

Roman pottery and 36 sites with Early Roman pottery.  Dismissing body sherds as an 

identifying category—whether fine or coarse fabric and whether plain or surface 

treated—would eliminate 26% of the Late Roman sites (58  43),67 but only 5.5% of the 

                                                 
66 Bowden and Gill 1997, 87-88.  The 345 combed LR sherds listed in the artifact catalogue are almost 
entirely unpainted and said to represent amphorae or closed forms, and are linked by the investigators to 
Berenice LR1 and LR 2 amphoras.   
 
67 Sites that would disappear include MS4; MS11; MS12; MS15; MS55B; MS102; MS104; MS108; 
MS109; MS113; MS116; MS124; MS205; MS214; MS220.  Ten of these sites yielded only combed or 
grooved LR body sherds.    
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Early Roman sites (36  34).68  With such calibration, the number of Late Roman sites, 

which the investigators had concluded increased by 60% from the Early Roman period 

(Bowden and Gill 1997, 77), increases by a much gentler 26.5%.  Such is the effect of 

highly diagnostic Late Roman body sherds on Methana artifact and site populations.  This 

higher diagnosticity is, in fact, a point that the investigators mention in their 

conclusions.69   

 

 Although no other survey has published its results with such conscientiousness as 

has the Methana Survey, there is little doubt that the same biases affect other surveys’ 

recognition of periods on the landscape.  Moreover, it is difficult to quantify from 

published finds, because the reports are not always thorough in listing out the parts of the 

vessels, the kind of fabric, or the basis for identifying a period at a site, but there is 

certainly enough qualitative data to give strong impressions that confirm the quantified 

data above. 

 

N. Keos Survey 

 In the survey of N. Keos, 31 sites were found with some kind of Roman pottery, 

either Early Roman (1st to 3rd centuries AD), Late Roman (4th to early 7th centuries AD), 

or Roman (1st to early 7th century AD).70  Nine of these 31 sites could be dated 

specifically (but not exclusively) to the Early Roman period, and 26 of the 31 sites had a 

specifically Late Roman phase.  Hence, there were 288% more Late Roman sites than 

Early Roman, and the count of Late Roman pottery was approximately 6 times the 

                                                 
68 Early Roman sites that would be eliminated would be MS60 and MS213. 
 
69 Bowden and Gill 1997, 84. 
 
70 The artifact collection strategy in this survey was to grab sample potentially diagnostic artifacts, usually 
feature sherds, found on sites (Cherry et al., 1991, 13-35).  For Chronology, Cf. Cherry et al 1991, p. 481.  
The figures given below derive from Sutton et al. 1991, Chapter 5. Gazetteer of Archaeological Sites, but 
cf. also Cherry et al. 1991, 327-47, for a discussion of the Greek and Roman periods.  These counts do 
include sites where fewer than three artifacts of a given date were found, but do not include “off-site” finds.  
And, as with the Methana data, they do not tabulate pottery dated to broader bridging periods such as “C-
LR.” 
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amount of Early Roman pottery.71  For both the Early Roman and Late Roman periods, 

fine ware appears to have been found on 2/3 of all sites with those periods represented.  

The really surprising difference, however, comes when we examine relative ratios of 

body sherds on sites of different periods.  Early Roman body sherds were reported found 

on only four of nine Early Roman sites, i.e., less than half; and no site was dated to the 

Early Roman period only on the basis of body sherds.72  By contrast, some 22 of 26 Late 

Roman sites (84.6%) produced “combed”, “grooved”, or “ridged” body sherds datable to 

the Late Roman period.73  For approximately a third of the sites (n= 8), the Late Roman 

component appears to have been identified only on the basis of body sherds, usually with 

combed, ridged, or grooved surface treatment.  The Late Roman sites have, as it were, 

quite an advantage in being recognized.  As with Methana and the Korinthia Survey, 

eliminating body sherds from the counts would diminish the number of LR sites 

significantly, in this case from 26 to 18.  This would reduce the increase between periods 

from nearly 300% to 200%.  Such represents still a significant increase, but substantially 

less than before.  

 

Oropos Survey  

 In the recently published Oropos Survey on the borders of Attica, the Roman period 

was divided between Early Roman (1st to 2nd century AD); Middle Roman (3rd to 4th c. 

AD), and Late Roman (5th to 7th c. AD).74  There were 30 certain or possible find spots 

that could be dated to some part of the Roman period and 5 ‘tentative’ find spots.  Of 

these 30 certain sites, 9 had an Early Roman phase, 14 had a Middle Roman phase, and 

21 had a Late Roman phase. The investigators treat this raw increase in the number of LR 

                                                 
71 Figure based on approximate counts from artifacts listed in site catalogue. 
 
72 Body sherds included mainly fine ware sigillata; one ridged ware body sherd was noted. 
 
73 If one counts all sites with LR body sherds, regardless of their surface treatment, the number of sites is 
actually higher: 24 of 26 sites produced body sherds that could be tied to this period. 
 
74 Cosmopoulos 2001, 60-64, and Catalogue of Findspots, pp. 84-122. Only diagnostic artifacts were 
collected (Cosmopoulos et al. 2001, 26-31). 
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sites as indication of possible expansion or prosperity,75 but another possible read is to 

see the spike in the Middle and Late Roman periods as a product of differential visibility 

between periods, which is clearly evident from the data.   

 

 The nine Early Roman find spots, for instance, were identified almost entirely on the 

basis of feature sherds (rims, handles, amphora toes, and bases); only one site yielded 

plain Early Roman body sherds that dated the site by their presence.76  By contrast, the 

Middle Roman and Late Roman periods were mainly identified on the basis of body 

sherds and surface treatments.  Although approximately half of the Middle Roman find 

spots yielded feature sherds, the predominant artifact type was the wheel-ridged (mainly 

body) sherds that essentially constituted the Middle Roman presence in both overall 

quantity and frequency on site.  Similarly, although about half of the 21 sites produced 

Late Roman feature sherds (rims, bases, toes, and the like), the predominant find, and the 

main basis for being confident in assigning a Late Roman date was the presence of 

“combed” body sherd dated to the fifth to seventh centuries AD.  Again, if the catalogue 

of sites is to be trusted and we were to remove body sherds as an identifying period 

index, the number of sites between Early, Middle, and Late Roman would change from 

9:14:21 to 8:7:10, producing a very different picture of the Roman period.  Both the 

Middle Roman and Late Roman upturns would be severely deflated without those 

common utilitarian sherds.  It seems that the Oropos finds data indicates that the 

progressive increase in sites from Early Roman to Late Roman is not a product of 

population, or more bodies on the ground, but a product of the fact that a particular kind 

of pottery was found in this area.   

 

Boeotia Survey 

 The Boeotia Survey employed a collection strategy that selected potentially 

diagnostic artifacts.77  In a sample of 30 sites studied by Joanita Vroom in her analysis of 

                                                 
75 Cosmopoulos 2001, 60-64, 78-79. 
 
76 Findspot 91/22, p. 113.  One other site was dated on the basis of an early Roman lamp. 
 
77 Vroom 2004, 308. 
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post-antique sites in the region, some 19 rural sites yielded 2,800 Late Antique sherds.  

Fineware constituted 6% of the these finds, while the overwhelming amount of material 

from this period were amphorae (29%), especially LR2, and Late Roman beehive 

fragments (62% of all finds).  The Boeotia Survey was fortunate to recognize even this 

many Late Antique sites since almost all the finds (perhaps even the LR2 amphorae) were 

locally produced.  It is not clear whether the LR2 and beehive sherds are feature sherds or 

bodysherds, but their large number indicate a frequency that would seem to imply 

bodysherds.  Without the identification of a single type of pottery—the LR beehive 

fragments—this period would be severely thinned out on the ground. 

 

Sydney Cyprus Survey Project  

 The Sydney-Cyprus Survey Project, which focused on the territory of the northern 

Troodos mountains in western Cyprus, moreover, would seem to indicate the same basic 

pattern.78  For the Early Roman period, finewares constitute some 108 of the 478 total 

wares (22.3%),79 while for the Late Roman period, finewares, while they have indeed 

increased to 386, constitute a much lower proportion of overall total artifacts of 2,111 

(18.3%); in the LR period, it is the coarse ware and amphora sherds that dominate,80 

especially the LR 1 amphora.   

 

Pyla-Koutsopetria Archaeological Project 

 Preliminary analysis of ceramic finds collected from an intensive gridded survey at a 

30 hectare Late Roman harbor site by the Pyla-Koutsopetria project,81 outside of Larnaca 

in southeast Cyprus, would seem to indicate a similarly high visibility for the Late 

Roman period from ordinary body sherds.  About 2,390 total pieces of pottery have been 
                                                                                                                                                 
 
78 Cf. Scott Moore, “6.3. Hellenistic to Roman Landscapes,” pp. 277-82, and Table 6.1, p. 277.  SCSP 
pottery finds are valuable for comparison in that they were collected using an early version of the 
Chronotype system.   
 
79 Cf. p. 279, however, where a higher figure of “nearly one-third” is given. 
 
80 Moore 2003, p. 280. 
 
81 cf. Caraher et al. in Preparation.  The PKAP project also sampled artifacts using the Chronotype system. 
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analyzed thus far from 34 of the 185 forty-by-forty meter grid squares that were surveyed 

in the 2004 field season.  The ceramic data so far suggests a predominantly Late Roman 

phase for the site,82 although the great majority of Late Roman Chronotypes are tiles (n = 

1434, 80.1%), which can be tied specifically to the Late Roman period due to good 

stratigraphic excavations at our site and other Late Roman sites in the area.83  If we 

consider only the pottery (19.9%, n = 337) in our analysis, amphoras, coarse, and 

medium coarse wares constitute the majority 82.9% (n = 277), while fine wares (7.7%, n 

= 26) and kitchen / cooking wares (10.1%, n = 34) make up the remainder.  Moreover, as 

with the EKAS data (and the others listed above), the great majority of medium coarse 

and amphora sherds were body sherds (78%, n = 216 of 277), identified on the basis of 

spiral grooving and combing; feature sherds (22%, n = 61) count for less than a quarter of 

the total sherds of this class.  Similarly, body sherds of kitchen/cooking fabric dated 

specifically to the Late Roman period count for the majority (85.3%, 29 of 34) of that 

fabric.  By contrast, of the finewares (generally Cypriot Redslip and LRC), body sherds 

only count for a minority (26.9%, n = 7) of the overall fineware counts; rims and bases 

were together more important.  Although this breakdown is based on a very small body of 

artifacts, and will only be confirmed when the pottery from the rest of the units are 

surveyed, it again confirms our understanding of the Late Roman survey pottery as 

discussed so far in this chapter.84  

 

Other Surveys 

 The above analysis could be multiplied again and again in extensive and intensive 

surveys in Greece, although rarely have the finds been recorded in enough detail to 
                                                 
82 Pottery specifically Late Roman in date accounts for 74.1% (n = 1,771) of the entire Chronotyped 
assemblage, whereas most of the remaining pottery could only be dated broadly to the “Ancient Historic” 
period (20.2%, n = 483).  Other specific chronological periods are represented in negligible amounts and 
include Bronze Age (.04%, n = 1), Geometric (.04%, n = 1), Classical (.13%, n = 3), Hellenistic (.13%, n = 
3), Early Roman (.63%, n =15), Roman (.59%, n=14), Early Medieval (.13%, n = 3), Late Medieval (.25%, 
n = 6), Ottoman / Venetian (.04%, n = 1), Medieval-Modern (.75%, n =18), Modern (.50%, n = 12).   
 
83 Cf. excavations of Maroni-Petrera and Kalavasos-Kopetra. 
 
84 The number of early Roman pieces found are too small (n = 15) to compare statistically, but it is worth 
noting that only one potsherd belongs to a coarse fabric class; the remaining 14 pieces are all fineware 
sherds. 
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pattern the coarse and fine wares, and the parts of the vessel, and usually it is only 

possible to get an impression of the finds.  Hence, with the S. Argolid Project, although 

the survey documented the Roman period in an early (50 BC-AD 200), middle (200-400 

AD), and late phase (400-650 AD),85 the catalogue of sites allows us to say little more 

than that Early and Middle Roman pottery is occasional and scant and rarely identified 

with much confidence, while the Late Roman wares occur frequently, with numerous 

amphora sherds and domestic coarse wares, as well as red-slipped fine wares, and the 

occasional coin, lamp, roof tile, and cooking vessel.86  Moreover, there are many 

topographic surveys and small-scale intensive surveys in Greece and the Mediterranean 

where a Late Roman component has been identified only or mainly on the basis of 

combed, ridged, or grooved treatment on body sherds.87   

   

 The pattern of differential visibility is so consistent that it is surprising that is has 

been so poorly discussed in the landscape archaeology literature for this period.  Time 

and again, ridging, combing, and grooving signals a “diagnostic” sherd to the fieldwalker, 

distinguishing that piece of pottery from the ordinary plain, undecorated sherd; in most 

surveys, the one remains on the ground, the other is picked up.  The same surface 

treatment also bolsters the confidence of the ceramic analyst in firmly designating a piece 

of pottery as specifically “Late Roman” rather than assigning that piece to a less specific 

broader period grouping, whether “non-diagnostic” or “Roman” or “Ancient.”  To be 

sure, there are surveys in Greece that have identified earlier Roman period coarse wares 

on the basis of fabric and color alone, but these designations are not frequent, and when 

they occur, the typical bracketed question marks that follow (e.g., “R (?)”) suggests the 

lower level of confidence in the designation.   

 

                                                 
85 Runnels 1994, 419, with catalogue of sites 415-538. 
 
86 We await the full publication of the post-prehistoric finds from this survey to analyze them.  Mark H. 
Munn, Artifact and Assemblage: Finds from a Regional Survey of the Southern Argolid, volume 2, In 
Preparation for Stanford University Press. 
 
87 Examples can be found in Gregory 1985; Kosso 1996, 217-23; Gregory and Kardulias; Wiseman 1979. 
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 The analysis above suggests that above all, particular surface treatments can provide 

confidence and refine diagnosticity for the later Roman period, which in turn contributes 

to the relative abundance of this period on the ground.  As argued above, the Early 

Roman period is identified almost entirely on the basis of feature sherds, whereas the 

Late Roman period has the added advantage of having highly diagnostic body sherds, 

especially the common utilitarian kind of body sherds, in addition to an abundance of 

well-known Late Roman fine ware types.  Indeed, the predominant tendency in survey 

projects in sampling only feature sherds and “potentially diagnostic” pottery reinforces, 

rather than corrects for, these period biases.  A methodology that favors body sherds with 

particular surface treatments and decoration is likely to exaggerate the relative 

differences between periods.  We have seen how removing body sherds as an identifying 

class altogether can significantly (if not entirely) deflate Late Roman abundance in some 

regions.   

 

 This is not to argue that Late Roman abundance is simply a product of 

methodological factors—I will explore some other facets of the phenomenon below—but 

that the effects of relatively different recognized assemblages between earlier and later 

phases of the Roman period are so great that they must be considered a primary reason 

for the abundance of Late Antique material in both artifact and site catalogues.  One 

anticipated hope of this chapter is that it will lead to a better understanding of the 

problems of identifying chronological periods in surface survey and will demonstrate the 

value of publishing not only the types of pottery found, but also an index of relative 

quantities of pottery that can give the reader of a published survey a sense of how the 

archaeologists arrived at their conclusions about chronologies present on a site.  I am also 

hopeful that this chapter will generate some debate about how to understand the Roman-

Late Roman transition in Achaia based on survey data.   

 

 Before we move on to the implications and a general discussion of the relationship 

between the two periods in the context of settlement in the Eastern Corinthia, it is useful 

to think further about how the typical ceramic surface assemblages for the Early and Late 
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Roman periods correspond to Roman ceramic assemblages known from excavated 

contexts.  After all, perhaps the relatively different proportions of fabric groups and 

forms between periods means, for example, that amphoras were simply more abundant in 

Late Antiquity than they were at an earlier period?  Or perhaps fineware were simply 

more important in the earlier rather than later Roman periods?  While the reader can 

surmise that the answer to these questions will be negative, introducing quantitative data 

from excavated Roman contexts can inform our present discussion in interesting ways 

and allow some reliable bases for comparing later and earlier material.   

 

4.3.3. Quantitative Comparisons with Excavated Sites  

 The quantification of pottery from excavated and survey contexts in the 

Mediterranean has occurred only over the last twenty-five years, and especially over the 

last decade.  The value of quantification for our understanding of the society and 

especially economy of the Roman Empire has been well-discussed,88 although 

quantification studies have been much fewer than we might expect, even in some of the 

most famous and well-excavated cities of the Roman Empire; such studies have also been 

more common in the western Mediterranean (e.g., Carthage and Ostia) than the eastern 

Mediterranean,89 although recent work at quantifying assemblages in Greece and the 

Aegean give us hope that this is changing.90  Indeed, efforts at quantification have even 

spread to excavated small Late Medieval villages, and Late Roman churches and 

villages.91  And indeed, “counting” artifacts has long had a role in survey data, although 

                                                 
88 Cf. Riley 1976, 125-31; 1977, 97-111; Slane 2003. 
 
89 For discussion, cf. Slane 2003, 321-22.  Main areas where quantification have occurred: Hayes 1976; 
Riley 1976, 1977; Fulford, M.G., “Chapter 11.  Assemblages: An Analysis of Weights and Functional 
Categories,” in M.G. Fulford and D.P.S. Peacock (eds.), Excavations at Carthage: the British Mission, 
Volume I, 2, The Avenue du President Habib Bourguiba, Salammbo. The Pottery and other Ceramic 
Objects from the Site, Sheffield 1984, 253-54; M.G. Fulford, “Chapter 12.  The long distance trade and 
communications of Carthage, c. A.D. 400 to c. A.D. 650,” in Fulford and D.P.S. Peacock 1984, 255-62; 
and M.G. Fulford, “Appendix 3. The Pottery Groups: weights of Major Classes of Ceramics,” in Fulford 
and Peacock 1984, 273-75. 
 
90 Of particular importance is the work done to quantify Roman and Byzantine pottery at Corinth: cf. Slane 
2000 and 2003; Sanders 1987; 2003; Papadopoulos 1989; Hayes 1992.   
 
91 Gerstel and Munn et al. 2003; Manning et al. 2002; Rautman 2000, 2003. 
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mainly for generating density charts; studies quantifying the types of artifacts found in 

intensive survey and understanding survey data in light of counted sherds are a more 

recent development.92   

 

 While these studies indicate that excavated assemblages vary greatly in relative 

proportions of fabric and ceramic types, corresponding to different excavated contexts 

(domestic, industrial, religious, urban and rural), there are nonetheless enough 

consistencies between data sets that it is possible to compare excavated assemblages with 

survey assemblages.  And when we compare these two kinds of assemblages, we see that 

the typical Roman-period surface assemblage is very different from the Roman 

assemblage typically excavated in urban contexts.  The following discussion assumes that 

there should be similarities between the composition of excavated deposits and surface 

assemblages, that the relative proportions of feature sherds to body sherds, and 

coarsewares to finewares, should not differ greatly between urban and rural contexts.  

Before we initiate these comparisons, though, we must deal with the fact that there may 

be real differences between excavated and rural assemblages that might stifle 

comparison.    

 

 First, we might expect that pottery from urban contexts would be more representative 

of the diversity of vessels available in Roman Greece, as towns were typically economic 

nodes in the Roman period where ceramic commodities were purchased and distributed.  

By consequence, utilitarian pottery might be proportionally more dominant in the Roman 

countryside than in the city due to differential access to the full array of finewares.  If we 

accept that this might be the case, then the typical survey ceramic assemblage should 

produce a far greater proportion of utilitarian coarsewares to finewares than the typical 

excavated urban ceramic assemblage.  By contrast, what we find is that finewares in 

Roman surface assemblages almost always assume greater relative proportions than they 

do in excavated deposits.  Ultimately, this means that we need not worry that this variable 

                                                 
92 Fentress and Perkins 1989; cf. Poulter 1998, 464-75; and Beckmann 1998, 503-511; Rautman 2000, 
2003; Manning et al. 2002; Caraher et al. 2002; Vroom 2004. 
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(i.e., more monolithic surface rural assemblages) will be a distorting factor in our 

comparison (cf. discussion below) of surface assemblages from town and country. 

 

 And second, surface pottery is more subject than excavated ceramics to post-

depositional processes that may continually erode assemblages.  Plowing, for instance, 

not only continually fragments ceramics, creating more pottery overall, but erodes 

smaller, more fragile material at more rapid rates than it does larger robust material; and 

plowing tends to bring larger artifacts to the surface more so than smaller artifacts.  A 

variety of cultural and natural formation processes (e.g., bioturbation, reclamation 

processes, trampling effects) also entail larger artifacts suffering less vertical 

displacement over time than smaller artifacts.93  As seeding experiments have indicated, 

archaeological survey methods themselves reinforce biases toward larger artifacts: 

fieldwalkers simply do not notice smaller artifacts as consistently as they do larger 

artifacts,94 although the relationship between artifact size and recovery is not a simple, 

linear one.95    

 

 How would this affect the relative proportions of different artifact classes?  While it 

is difficult to imagine these processes affecting the proportion of bodysherds to feature 

sherds, we can conjecture that they would affect the proportion of (typically) thicker 

coarsewares to (typically) more fragile finewares.  If smaller thinner artifacts are subject 

to erosion, wear, and downward vertical displacement at greater rates than larger more 

robust artifacts, then this should produce survey assemblages where finewares are 

relatively underrepresented compared to excavated assemblages.  But once again, for the 
                                                 
93 For a discussion of these processes, cf. C.M. Baker, “The Size Effect: an Explanation of Variability in 
Surface Artifact Assemblage Content”, in AA 43 (1978), 288-93; and M.B. Schiffer, “Toward the 
identification of formation processes,” in AA 48 (1983), 679-80; M. Millett, “The comparison of surface 
and stratified artefact assemblages,” in Marinella Pasquinucci and Frederic Trement (eds.), Non-
Destructive Techniques Applied to Landscape Archaeology, Oxford 2000, 216-22. 
 
94 See L. Wandsnider and E.L. Camilli, “The Character of Surface Archaeological Deposits and its 
influence on Survey Accuracy,” in JFA 19 (1992), 177-82. 
 
95 Rob Schon (personal communication) has also made similar arguments based on seeding experiments but 
has shown that the relationship between artifact recovery is not a linear one, recovery leveling off for 
sherds larger than about half a centimeter in size. 
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typical Roman surface assemblage, the opposite tends to be the case—finewares assume 

greater proportion in surface assemblages than they do in excavated assemblages.  In 

light of these objections and qualifications, we can be confident in a comparison between 

survey assemblages and excavated assemblages because any actual difference between 

the two only underscores the problem of the discrepancy.   

 

 The following discussion deals with a number of studies that treat their pottery in 

different ways, using different terminology   For the sake of tabulation, I will use the 

terms given by the investigators, but for the sake of comparison, will attempt to relate 

them to the terms used by EKAS.  The questions that I want to explore are related to the 

methodological issues raised above: 1) What is the range of the different functional-fabric 

groupings (e.g., finewares, coarsewares, amphoras, kitchenwares, etc…) that we find in 

quantified, excavated assemblages?; and 2) What is the general proportional breakdown 

of the different parts of vessels (body sherds, rims, handles, bases) found in excavated 

contexts?  The following discussion proceeds site by site, summarizing the quantified 

data for each site; sherd count, rather than weight, is the unit of quantification employed 

here since it facilitates comparison with archaeological survey data.  The reader who 

wishes to avoid this detail may skip directly to section 4.3.4, for discussion and 

conclusions. 

 

Corinth 

 The most immediate relevant work is also the most important for this study.  This is 

Kathleen Slane’s quantitative studies from the excavations east of the theater, conducted 

in four buildings over the decade of the 1980s.96  The excavations generated nearly 12 

tons of Roman pottery and she has studied 127,370 pieces of pottery specifically (p. 322).  

In date, the material is principally between the first and fourth centuries, with far fewer 

pieces for the fifth to seventh centuries AD.  Slane has studied the pottery principally 

with an eye toward relative shifts in imports and local production over time, especially as 
                                                 
96 Slane 2000 and 2003.  The former article is based mainly on finewares, which are more sensitive to 
imports, and does not calculate for the amphoras and coarsewares.  Hence, we will use the latter article for 
our discussion here. 
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Corinth lies between eastern and western markets, and she has provided tabulations of 

relative percentages of fabrics and types in the assemblage over time.97  Amphoras 

generally constitute between 35 and 50% of the overall pottery (average of 47%), with 

greatest amounts in the first and second century and in the fifth century, approaching half 

of all the pottery.  Finewares show the same general pattern, with the highest amounts in 

the late first to early second century (10-12%) and then again in the fourth to fifth 

centuries (12-14%), with a low point only in the later second and third centuries when 

they drop to 5-7%.98  Cooking fabrics, by contrast, and plain wares (the type reserved for 

everything else) vary the most: on average they constitute together a little more than 40% 

of the pottery, but in the third century that number reaches as much as 60% of all wares, 

while the numbers of amphoras and finewares are falling.99   

 

Although Slane argues that the changes in the assemblages over time should be seen 

not in terms of a third century economic crisis but as a shift in the functions of the 

buildings in this area from domestic to industrial activities,100 there are still some 

conclusions that relate to the discussion here.  For our purposes, her study demonstrates 

that although the proportions in overall amounts can fluctuate significantly, there is some 

consistency in assemblages, regardless of context: finewares, even in domestic contexts, 

varies only by 10 percentage points, not reaching above 14%, by count, of the overall 

assemblage over time, and lamps vary little at all above 3%.  Amphoras constitute a little 

less than half of the overall assemblage, although this might drop to as low as 35% in 

certain periods.  And even though cooking and plain wares can rise substantially, they 

still each represent little more than 30% of the ceramic population.  For the sake of 

                                                 
97 Cf. Slane 2003, p. 333, Fig. 19.11 and 19.12. 
 
98 Lamps did not fluctuate above 2-3% across the entire period. 
 
99 On average, cooking ware forms 17% of the overall assemblage, and plain ware forms 25%.   
 
100 Slane 2003, 333-334. 
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comparison, if we combine the amphora type with Slane’s plain wares, this generic 

“coarse ware” category would form perhaps 65-75% of the overall ceramic population.101   

 

Istanbul 

 The excavations at the church of St. Polyeuktos at Saraçhane in Istanbul in the 1960s 

by Dumbarton Oaks and the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul generated some 350,000 

to 400,000 sherds dating from the Late Roman to Early Modern period (AD 400-1900), 

and have received some quantitative analysis (to say nothing of entirely new 

typologies).102  Transport amphorae make up 85% of the Late Antique (4th to 8th century) 

wares, although Hayes notes that this figure is probably no different than it was for the 

Early Roman and Classical deposits as well; only at a much later Middle Byzantine date 

do amphoras form a substantially lower proportion of the overall ceramics.103  Fine wares 

and kitchen/cooking wares are generally consistent in Late Antique and Byzantine 

periods, each forming about 10% of all finds.  Only in the Middle and later Byzantine 

periods, as amphoras become less important, do finewares and kitchen wares come to 

represent a greater overall proportion.104  The church of St. Polyeuktos was constructed in 

the 6th century AD and remained in use into the 10th century, where after it served for 

squatter occupation in the 11th century and a cemetery in the 12th century.105   

 

                                                 
101 For another quantification study for the Corinthia in the Roman period, see the chapter from the 
dissertation of Scott Moore, which examined the remains of an enormous pottery dump from three years of 
excavation at the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia.  Moore’s analysis shows the predominance of 
amphorae (66.2%), with lesser amounts of cooking / kitchen wares (28.1%) and very few finewares (1.7%) 
and miscellaneous (4%).  Unfortunately, although all of this material probably represents finds from the 
Loukos and East Field residential areas associated with the sanctuary, the pottery has no specific 
provenience.  Nonetheless, the overwhelming proportion of pottery belongs to the coarseware class, 
followed by cooking / kitchenwares.  Robert S. Moore, Trade in the Eastern Mediterranean, 100-700 AD: 
The Ceramic Evidence,  Unpublished PhD Dissertation, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 2000, 
Chapter 6. 
 
102 Hayes 1992, xi.  For general intro to the site, cf. Harrison 1986. 
 
103 Hayes 1992, 3, 61, and 423n.3. 
 
104 Hayes 1992, 3, 53. 
 
105 Harrison 1986, xii. 
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Torone 

 At Torone, excavations between 1976 and 1978 in the lower city and isthmus do not 

allow for a breakdown of different functional-fabric groupings, but do allow an 

assessment of the second question above.106  Some 5,241 pieces of pottery could be tied 

to six types of Late Roman amphora.  Overall, 87.3% (n = 4,577) of these sherds were 

body fragments, while only 12.7% (n = 664) were “feature” sherds (rims, bases, handles).  

Moreover, these tabulations are based only on sherds that could be linked to a specific 

Late Roman amphora type, and there was a larger group of 5,598 body that probably 

represented Type 3 amphoras but could not by designated to that class with certainty and 

were therefore excluded from the analysis.  If we were to group these additional 

bodysherds into the total count, body sherds would come to represent 93.5% of the total 

sherd count; feature sherds, falling to only 6.5%.   

 

Berenice  

 From the excavation of the mainly residential quarters of the ancient city of Berenice 

in Cyrenaica that occurred in the early 1970s, J.A. Riley analyzed a great corpus of 

Hellenistic and Roman coarse ware pottery, originating from buildings of both public and 

private context. 107  The relative proportion of the counts of coarse wares varies 

considerably over the Roman period.  Cooking wares generally run at about 14% of the 

coarse pottery, although that figure spikes to 33% in the late second and early third 

century AD.108  Amphoras rise from the first and second centuries AD (20-25%), drop in 

the third century (less than 20%), and then climb in the fifth and sixth centuries (35%); 

by the fifth century, most of those amphorae are imports from the eastern 

                                                 
106 Papadopoulos 1989, 81-82; calculations based on figures on page 82. 
 
107 Cf. J.A. Riley, “Coarse Pottery,” in J.A. Lloyd (ed.), Excavations at Sidi Khrebish Benghazi (Berenice), 
Volume II.  Tripoli 1979, 91-467.  For general intro to the excavations, cf. Lloyd 1978.    Riley’s “coarse 
pottery” are utilitarian wares of four types: plain wares, amphorae, cooking vessels, and jugs.  Hence, it 
would include various kinds of plain table wares, but not slipped or glazed finewares  (Riley 1979, 92, 97).   
 
108 Riley 1979, p. 109, fig. 8; 237-39. 
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Mediterranean.109  Jugs are generally at about 10-15% with higher proportions in the third 

and early sixth centuries; plain wares are more frequent (50%) in the Early Roman period 

than they are in the later Roman period (30-40%).110  Overall, imported coarse wares rise 

from 15% in the first century BC to 30% by the second century, dropping to 20% in the 

third century AD, before spiking at 45% by the late sixth century AD.111   

 

 Appendices 1 and 2 show that the proportions of feature sherds (rims:bases:handles) 

do fluctuate over time relative to one another, within limits.  Rims make up between 

about 45 and 60% of the feature sherds, while handles (21-31%) are slightly more 

common than bases (13-27%).  Riley’s tabulation of similar figures from first to third 

century deposits at Ostia for comparative purposes suggests less importance there for 

rims: in Ostia, handles (40-51%) are more common than rims (37-46%), and bases are 

less significant (6-14%).112   

 

Carthage, U. of Michigan Excavations 

 In Roman-period deposits from the University of Michigan excavations at Carthage 

at a Late Roman peristyle house in 1975,113 amphoras formed some 50-60% of the finds 

in the first century, as well as in the fifth and sixth centuries AD, with significantly lower 

amounts in the second and third centuries.114  ARS alone forms 8-10% of the Roman 

period ceramic material after the 2nd century.115   

 

                                                 
109 Riley 1979, 109-110, Fig. 8 & 9; 113-15. 
 
110 Riley 1979, 109-110, Fig. 8 & 9; 277-78, 373-74. 
 
111 Riley 1979, p. 108, fig. 5 & 6, 373-74. 
 
112 Percentages based on figures given in Riley 1977, 419-49.   
 
113 Humphrey 1976.   
 
114 Hayes 1976, 114. 
 
115 Hayes 1976, 84. 
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 One can a sense of relative frequencies of parts of vessels by examining Tables 1 to 

15, which lists counts and weights of pottery types by 13 stratigraphic layers, including 

parts of vessel (rims, bases, handles, and bodies).116  Body sherds typically make up 80-

95% of each deposit;117 rims between 4% and 10%;118 bases 1-4%;119 and handles 1-

3%.120  However, the tables listing the breakdown of finewares (3a, 5a, 5b, 7a, 8a, 11a, 

11b, 12a, 13a, 13b) indicate that rims (20-40%) and bases (generally, 9-25%) constitute a 

far greater proportion of the overall fineware counts, and body sherds a much lower 

percentage (as low as 45%, but typically 50-65%).  Handles constitute a consistently low 

proportion of the overall assemblage, regardless of whether they are fine or coarse wares.  

These relative proportions of vessel parts appear to remain consistent between the first 

century AD and sixth century AD.   

 

 

Carthage, British Academy Excavations 

Excavations of a mainly domestic buildings on the outskirts of Late Antique and 

Byzantine Carthage by the British Academy between 1975 and 1978 produced ceramic 

data which was quantified by weight.121  The Avenue Habib Bourguiba assemblage 

showed little change over time between proportions of amphorae, coarse, and finewares.  

Amphorae and coarse wares together form more than 90% of the material; fineware 

constitutes the minority, usually 6-10% of assemblage, although occasionally lower and 

higher.   

 

 
                                                 
116 Riley 1976.  The following percentages were tabulated based on the figures given in Tables 1-15. 
 
117 Proportion of Overall Pottery Count: 87%; n = 35639. 
 
118 Overall: 8.2%. 
 
119 Overall: 3.7%. 
 
120 Overall 1.6%. 
 
121 For intro, cf. Hurst and Roskams 1984; Pottery discussed: Fulford, in Fulford and Peacock 1984, 253-
54.  The following statistics are based on Fulford’s figures in Appendix 3, pp. 273-75. 
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Kalavasos-Kopetra  

At Kalavasos-Kopetra, a small Late Antique village in the Vasilikos Valley in Cyprus, 

investigated by Marcus Rautman, excavations and survey yielded 31,362 pieces of 

pottery.  Figure 4.24 below is based on Rautman’s Table 5.2, which summarizes all 

Roman ceramic finds recovered through either excavation or survey.122  As is typical, 

fineware numbered only about 8% of overall pottery.  Amphorae formed the majority 

65% of all pottery, with cooking wares (13.1%), pithoi (8.7%), and plain wares (5.6%) 

constituting significant minorities.123   

 

 Count % 
Amphora 17338 64.5% 
Cooking 3516 13.1% 
Pithos 2347 8.7% 
Fineware  2174 8.1% 
Plain 1504 5.6% 
Total 26879 100.0% 

Figure 4.24. Roman Pottery at Kopetra124 
 
 
Maroni Petrera  

Another site in Cyprus was investigated through survey and salvage excavations 

between 1990 and 1997; this is Maroni Petrera, an early Christian basilica, investigated 

by Sturt Manning and his colleagues.125  Limited excavations  there produced 4,202 

potsherds (85.5 kg), although most of this was found in the plow zone, and excavations 

produced only two closed ceramic groups, the first dating to the early second century AD 

(n = 559), and the second dating from the late fourth to earlier fifth century AD and 

                                                 
122 I have excluded from the counts the “Other” category, which includes Roman bricks, rooftiles, and 
water pipes. 
 
123 Plain wares here refer to “unslipped vessels and basins of evident domestic use” (Rautman 2003, p. 
167). 
 
124 Figures based on Rautman 2003, 162, Table 5.2. 
 
125 Manning et al., 2002, with pottery discussed pp. 41-57. 
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representing the fill from a well (n = 128).126  The following count breakdowns are based 

on Manning et al. 2002, Tables 6.1 and 6.2, on pp. 44-47. 

 
 
 Rim Handle Base Body Total Percent
Finewares 7 0 8 20 35 6.3%
Amphorae 2 9 0 174 185 33.1%
Pithoi 0 0 0 28 28 5.0%
Cooking Wares 9 8 0 78 95 17.0%
Table Wares 10 3 4 108 125 22.4%
Other Coarse Wares 1 1 0 74 76 13.6%
Lamps 0 0 0 4 4 0.7%
Residual Wares 0 3 6 2 11 2.0%
Total 29 24 18 488 559 100.0%
 5.2% 4.3% 3.2% 87.3% 100.0%  

Figure 4.25. Roman Pottery from Maroni Petrera, showing early second 
century occupation debris127 
 
 
 Rim Handle Base Body Total Percent
Finewares 3 0 4 9 16 12.5%
Amphorae 2 7 0 76 85 66.4%
Pithoi 2 0 3 9 14 10.9%
Cooking Wares 0 0 0 1 1 0.8%
Other Coarse Wares 1 0 1 6 8 6.3%
Residual Wares 3 0 0 1 4 3.1%
Total 11 7 8 102 128 100.0%
 8.6% 5.5% 6.3% 79.7% 100.0%  

Figure 4.26. Later Roman (late fourth / early fifth century) pottery from fill 
from well at Maroni Petrera128 
 
 

There is considerable variety between the two deposits, although the greatest 

proportion of the ceramic groups goes to the amphorae, which form 33% at an Early 

Roman date, and 66% at a later Roman date; in both groups, finewares assume less than 

13% of the overall finds.  Table wares are coarse fabric and include flagons, jars, bowls, 

and basins.  Table wares and kitchen/cooking wares are much more important for an 

                                                 
126 Manning et al. 2002, pp. 44-48. 
 
127 Figures quantified by fabric and vessel portion, based on Manning et al. 2002, 44-45, Table 6.1. 
 
128 Figures quantified by fabric and vessel portion, based on Manning et al. 2002, 46-47, Table 6.2. 
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Early Roman date.  Lamps, when they appear, as they do for the Early Roman deposit, 

are insignificant overall.  Pithoi are more important, numbering 5-11% of the overall 

proportion.  If we examine the breakdown of vessel parts, regardless of fabric group, in 

both cases, body sherds make up the bulk of the pottery by count (80-87%); feature 

sherds form the remaining 13-20%, with rims being more important than handles and 

bases.  It is also interesting to note again, that combing the counts for the fabric groups / 

wares of amphorae, cooking, and finewares and tabulating the vessel parts for each group 

also show the same pattern we saw earlier: body sherds are far more important for 

cooking wares and amphorae, where they form 82 and 93% (respectively) of the overall 

counts for those groups, than they are for finewares, where they form only 57% of the 

total fineware counts.  For finewares, feature sherds are a much greater proportion of 

overall fineware counts.   

 

 

 
Figure 4.27.  Pottery at Maroni Petrera, by fabric group and extant portion 

 
Pyrgouthi, a Late Antique Farmstead  

 Finally, excavation by the Swedish school at the Late Antique farmstead at the tower 

of Pyrgouthi near Berbati offers some relative measure of quantification.129  As Hjohlman 

notes, a total of 8,500 sherds were recovered from the site, of which 12% (n = 1000) were 

feature sherds.130  The count of pottery of different classes are not tabulated, but one gets 

the impression from the description that the fineware fragments are limited to a mere 

                                                 
129 Hjohlman 2002. 
 
130 Hjohlman 2003, 89.  There were also 30 restored pots recovered, but these are not included in the 
tabulations here. 
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handful of ARS and Phocaean Ware sherds.   Full quantification of the site will appear 

only in the final publication (in process), but should contribute to our understanding of 

rural surface assemblages.   

 
 
4.3.4. Conclusions: Understanding Survey Data  

 The above discussion could quickly become tedious, if it has not become so already, 

and the examples of quantified studies could be multiplied.  More important is a synthesis 

of the observations above and relating them to our analysis of survey data.   

 

 First is the obvious observation that the relative proportions of specific fabric-

function groups or “wares”, such as amphorae, cooking vessels, pithoi, and finewares, 

may vary significantly across chronological periods at any particular site and from one 

site to another.  Hence, at the sites where all of these classes were measured, we find 

amphora forming as little as 33% (Maroni Petrera in the ER) to as high as 85% 

(Saraçhane in Istanbul) or more; fineware from 5-6% (Corinth, Carthage, Maroni 

Petrera) to 14% (Corinth); cooking wares from 1% (Late Roman fill at Maroni Petrera) 

to ca. 30% or more (Corinth); and other coarse and plainwares and pithoi vary from none 

at all to a substantial minority.  As the investigators of these sites often note, certainly 

much of the relative proportions has to do with the function of the site and the particular 

nature of the deposit.  If we added more examples of quantified assemblages, we would 

surely find greater variety corresponding in part to variety of sites excavated.   

 

 And yet, despite this variety, a look at the forest rather than the trees indicates strong 

consistent patterns between periods and sites that are directly applicable to survey data 

(Figure 4.28).  At most sites, amphorae form a major component of the overall site, 

typically 35% to 65%, and sometimes much more.  Kitchen / cooking wares frequently 

make up 10-30% of the ceramic population.   Plain wares and utilitarian coarse wares 

(depending on how one defines these categories) often make up the remaining 20-50%, 

more important as amphorae become less frequent.  At none of the sites does fineware 

count for more than 15% of the overall ceramic population, and the figure for finewares 
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more typically hovers between 6 and 10%, occasionally higher.  Lamps, too, when they 

are present, occur in consistently low frequencies (less than 3%).   

 

Site Amphoras Fine wares 
Kitchen / 
cooking 

Plain Wares / 
Coarse Wares 

Saraçhane (Late 
Antique - Byzantine) c. 85% ca. 10% ca. 10% Limited Amount

Corinth 35-50% 5-14% 17-30%?? 25-35%?? 
 
 
Carthage (Avenue 
Bourguiba 
Assemblage) 

40-50% 6-10% --- 40-50% 

Kopetra 65% 8% 13% 6% 

Maroni Petrera 33-66% 6-13% 1-17% 6-14% 
Figure 4.28. Breakdown of wares by functional category at different Roman Sites 

 
 
 From the few cases above where pottery was quantified for the entire Roman period 

(e.g., Corinth, Berenice, and Carthage), we might wonder whether relative proportions of 

amphora, fineware, plain, and cooking ware shift over time, with the amphorae and 

fineware less proportionally abundant in the late second and third centuries AD than in 

the 1st-2nd or 5th-6th centuries; plain and cooking wares appear to rise as amphorae and 

fineware fall.  It is unclear how the disruptive forces of the late second and third centuries 

contributed to this pattern, as the cutting of trade networks entailed a decline in imports 

and greater dependency on locally produced wares (cf. below).  Also telling is that 

although there may be major functional differences in the use of a site over time, 

utilitarian wares tend to dominate and finewares never assume anything more than a 

substantial minority of the overall assemblage.   

 

 Moreover, the limited evidence discussed above for the relative proportions of extant 

parts of ceramic vessels also indicate some consistent patterns.  As we would expect, 

body sherds make up the great majority of sherds (80-95%) counted at Early and Late 
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Roman sites, and on average usually above 85% of the total assemblage.  Of the “feature 

sherds”, rims are usually more common than handles and bases, and handles and bases 

usually appear in equal amounts.  For finewares, body sherds make up a much less 

significant proportion (ca. 50%) of the overall population of pottery, feature sherds 

coming to assume a much more important role, a product of the relatively smaller size of 

the original fineware vessels.  Again, these relative breakdowns by vessel part do not 

appear to change across the Roman period.   

 

 The above analysis is not intended to be and cannot be exhaustive but it can allow us 

to form impressions of relative proportions of urban and rural ceramic assemblages when 

the pottery is completely collected, recorded, counted, and catalogued, and it can relate to 

the issues of differential ceramic visibility in survey data that we raised earlier.  There is 

nothing in the above discussion of excavated assemblages to suggest that Early and Late 

Roman relative percentages should be remarkably different enough to give the Late 

Roman period in the countryside such a great boost.  And although the different fabrics 

and wares may form different relative percentages, there are enough consistencies to 

establish a relative measuring stick against which Early and Late Roman surface 

assemblages can be measured.   

 

 The breakdown of EKAS ceramics by fabric group and period can again be seen in 

Figure 4.29 below, and this can be measured against the anticipated breakdown of wares 

discussed above.  Of the three periods, the Late Roman period has a pattern that 

undoubtedly conforms most closely to an expected assemblage based on quantified 

excavated data: overwhelming predominance of coarse wares and amphora fragments 

(83%), with a suitable amount of finewares discovered (9.7%), and lamps less than 1%; 

the kitchenwares, at 5.6%, is a lower figure than we would expect and may be 

proportionally underrepresented.  Early Roman and the broad Roman period ceramics are 

proportionally overrepresented by finewares (38% and 19.4%), certainly at the expense 

of coarseware and amphora fragments (ER: 36.2% and ROM: 57.5%), probably 

suggesting that many Roman and Early Roman coarsewares were assigned to even larger 
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chronological groupings like “Roman-Medieval” or “Ancient”; in other surveys, these are 

the kinds of ‘non-diagnostic’ wares that might be ignored altogether.  Kitchenwares and 

lamps correspond to typical levels for the Early Roman and Roman periods. The greater 

significance of the “other” category in the Roman period is mainly a product of ceramic 

rooftiles that could be grouped to the broader Roman category.131   

 

 
Figure 4.29.  Breakdown of EKAS Roman period artifacts by functional groups  

 

 Moreover, if we again compare the breakdown of bodysherds of Early and Late 

Roman periods in Methana and EKAS (Cf. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 above), neither 

corresponds to the typical excavated assemblage (i.e., 80-90% bodysherds; 10-20% 

feature sherds), but the Late Roman assemblages for each of the surveys is much closer to 

an expected assemblage than the Early Roman.  For the Late Roman period, bodysherds 

constitute 71.4% of overall pottery in Methana and 71.1% of pottery in EKAS—not far 

from an expected proportion of ca. 80-90%—whereas Early Roman bodysherds in both 

surveys (Methana: 36.2%; EKAS: 40.7%) form significantly lower overall proportions 

than would be expected.   

 

 The best interpretation of these different patterns is that EKAS, like most other 

regional surveys, could not link body sherds to “Early” and “Middle” Roman periods to 

                                                 
131 Additionally, 48 other non-ceramic artifacts were included in this “Other” count, including glass, 
architectural fragments, groundstone, tesserae, and plaster, but these do not affect overall counts enough to 
worry about.  Excluding the entire “Other” category would increase coarseware, fineware, and kitchenware 
proportions by only several percent.   
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the same degree that they could link those body sherds to the Late Roman period; the 

Late Roman period was vastly more ‘diagnostic’ and visible by nature of the incidental 

surface treatment and decoration.  How severely does this difference affect our 

understanding of settlement patterns?  Every indication suggests that the differences can 

totally distort our understanding of the two periods; as discussed above, Late Roman 

settlement explosion is seriously deflated or disappears altogether in a number of regions 

when fair comparisons between the periods are introduced.  As an alternative to 

‘deflating’ the Late Roman period, we might say instead that it is the Early Roman period 

that needs to be upgraded.  For instance, based on the number of Early Roman feature 

sherds (n = 195) found by EKAS, and an expected feature sherd:bodysherd percentage 

ratio of 10:90, we might estimate 1,755 bodysherds, a factor 13 times the number of 

actual sherds found (n = 134); if the feature sherd to body sherd ratio were slightly higher 

(e.g., 20:80), we can estimate 784 bodysherds, a factor of 6 times the actual number of 

bodysherds found.  Similarly, based on a 10% expected percentage of finewares, we can 

estimate from the 125 Early Roman fineware sherds an expected Early Roman ceramic 

population of 1,250, a factor 4 times larger than the number (n = 329) of total Early 

Roman potsherds found.  Using such relative indexes then, we can surmise that the Early 

Roman pottery counts in EKAS are underrepresented by a factor of at least 4 and 

possibly as much as 13. 

 

 Whatever the actual figure is, all of this analysis indicates that frequent comparisons 

of the earlier and later halves of the Roman period in survey literature simply on the basis 

of total amount of Early and Late Roman pottery recognized is akin to comparing apples 

and oranges, the earlier period represented generally by fineware and feature sherds that 

usually constitute less than 10% of overall ceramic assemblages,132 and the other 

recognized by finewares plus coarseware body sherds that typically form a majority of an 

expected Late Antique ceramic assemblage.  Drawing archaeological and historical 

                                                 
132 It goes without saying that fineware sherds may constitute a bare fraction of even this.  In survey work 
at the Late Roman fortification and early Christian basilica at Louloudies, south of Thessaloniki, in the total 
collection of pottery from portions of the site, Late Roman fineware amounted to less than 1% by weight of 
the total amount of pottery found.  Cf. Poulter 1998, 464-75; and Beckmann 1998, 503-511. 
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conclusions from such data, without compensating and correcting for these enormous 

differences in recognizability between periods, will exaggerate the later period relative to 

the earlier depending, of course, on the degree to which survey projects could identify 

Early Roman body sherds.  Hence, an interpretation that simply more pottery in the later 

period equals settlement expansion, population growth, or intensive agriculture is not 

conclusive without knowledge of the ceramic ingredients responsible for the periods 

visible relative to one another.133  As such, we might expect that many regions in Greece 

showing the basic pattern of Early Roman dearth to later Roman abundance could be 

significantly equalized if the ceramic bases for the pattern were better published and 

understood.  This chapter has discussed what would become of the Late Antique period 

in relation to the Early Roman period in many surveys if body sherds were removed as 

identifiers. 

 

 This, again, is not to deny that there is something distinct about later Roman 

countrysides that is different than before—we will conclude with this later in section 4.5 

and in the following two chapters—but only to argue that conclusions about population 

and expansion usually drawn from the ceramic data between periods are simply not 

justified on the abundance of pottery for each period; fuller discussion of the evidence for 

both periods is needed to substantiate these conclusions.  A cursory examination of a 

handful of regional surveys would imply that survey projects of the first wave ‘jumped 

the gun’ in drawing conclusions without understanding the ceramic bases for their 

conclusions.    

 

 The discussion above, then, suggests that a degree of source criticism is imperative 

when broad changes in the rural world are under consideration.  Survey projects have a 

responsibility of highlighting the nature of their ceramic data, how that data derives from 

particular methods, and how historical conclusions derive from that data.  Despite a 

growing (and justified) murmur against uncritical quantification (e.g., Fentress 2000), 

                                                 
133 Cf. Sanders 2003, 394-395, who makes a similar observation for the Middle Byzantine period based on 
highly diagnostic glazed pottery. 
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this chapter has shown how counting pottery can be indispensable for archaeological 

interpretations, and the value of a method (the Chronotype system) for doing so.  As 

quantitative studies are becoming more important for the Late Roman Empire generally, 

especially in excavation contexts, so too do they need to become more important for 

survey data.  Although this adds a degree of intensity that may ‘bog down’ the survey 

crew which wants to trek efficiently through the countryside looking for sites, it is 

nonetheless essential to have some control over the data and the degree to which the data 

contributes to historical conclusion.  Uncritical reading of pottery data from surface 

survey leads in the end to faulty conclusions.   

 

 The following section 4.4 uses the EKAS data set to explore ways of understanding 

changes in the rural Corinthia across the Roman period from changes in ceramic surface 

scatters.  The focus of the next section centers on the relationship between surface pottery 

and ancient settlement.  A final section relates these reinterpretations to historical issues 

in the Eastern Corinthia.    
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4.4. Measuring Time in the Roman Corinthia 
If by an analysis of Early and Late Roman pottery recovered in intensive surface 

surveys in Greece we have done the dirty deed of bursting the balloon of prosperity and 

good cheer in Late Roman countrysides in Greece, how ought we to interpret our data to 

understand change in the landscapes outside of Ancient Corinth during a period of great 

transformation in the political, cultural, and religious spheres?  Beyond the conclusion 

offered above that “explosion” is largely exaggerated by recognizable coarse wares, what 

more can we say about the non-urban world of the Roman period based on the data?  Is it 

possible to compare early and later halves of the Roman period on a more equal basis?  

And is it possible to break down the broad Roman period and watch it unfold?   

 

This section explores approaches to understanding, leveling, and unfolding the broad 

Roman period in the Corinthia based on ceramic data.  It begins (4.4.1) with attempts to 

provide valid comparisons for the earlier and later Roman periods on the basis of overall 

abundance of pottery; it then examines the Roman pottery data more closely to highlight 

particular centuries of high ceramic deposition (4.4.2) and suggest archaeological and 

historical factors responsible for different ceramic levels; and then ends (4.4.3) by 

examining specific places in terms of their change and development across the Roman 

period.  The next section (4.5) discusses historical conclusions that follow from these 

different understandings of the data.   

 

 

4.4.1. Leveling the Playing Field 

 There is no simple computation by which we can correct for Late Roman 

overrepresentation, or, rather, Early Roman under-representation.  As noted above, we 

can estimate that Early Roman pottery in EKAS is underrepresented in total counts by a 

factor of at least 4 and perhaps as much as 13.  We can also get a better understanding of 

the relative differences between the two periods by creating comparisons based on 

reasonable principles.   
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 One way to do this is to compare artifact types where the identification biases 

discussed above are likely to be less severe.  Hence, if want to compare the entire corpus 

of Early Roman pottery with that of Late Roman pottery, a better approach than 

comparing total counts between the two periods might be to eliminate body sherds from 

the counts altogether since these are so differently represented between the periods.  If we 

eliminate the body sherds from the counts given in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 above, this has 

the striking effect of significantly leveling the periods in both EKAS and Methana.  The 

results can be seen in Figures 4.30 and 4.31 below, the former showing the increase 

between Early and Late Roman based on raw total counts, the latter showing increase 

based only on feature sherds.  Under such comparisons, the dramatic increases shown in 

Figure 4.30 are greatly deflated and any indication of “explosion” disappears altogether.  

In terms of adjusted total counts (Figure 4.31), there is hardly any upturn at all in 

Methana, and much less substantial increase (a factor of 2.5) in the Eastern Corinthia.   

 

  

Early 
Roman 
Count 

Late 
Roman 
Count 

Factor 
Increase

Methana 315 801 2.5

Eastern 
Corinthia 329 1707 5.2

Figure 4.30. Raw total counts of pottery 
for EKAS and Methana 
 
 

  

Early 
Roman 
Count 

Late 
Roman 
Count 

Factor 
Increase

Methana 201 229 1.1

Eastern 
Corinthia 195 492 2.5

Figure 4.31. Total counts of pottery for 
EKAS and Methana, excluding body 
sherds 
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 Moreover, if we focus on changes in the extant portion of the vessel between periods 

(Cf. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 above), we also get a sense that the two periods are fairly 

equal (excluding bodysherds).  For the Eastern Corinthia, the number of bases (33  37) 

and handles (111  110) remains constant between periods, and only rims increase 

significantly (49  322).  For Methana between periods, the number of rims almost 

doubles (76  130), but handles remain at essentially the same level (74  75) and 

bases decrease by 50% (51  24).  Removing the body sherds, then, shows mixed 

results: the number of rims increases through the Roman period, while bases and handles 

remain the same, if not decrease.   

 

 We can also get  a sense of relative differences between periods by comparing 

pottery classes, fabrics, and wares that might be less susceptible to differences in relative 

visibility and identification (Cf. Figure 4.32).  For EKAS, comparing finewares, 

kitchenwares, and lamps between periods show variable increase, but nothing like the 

change shown in Figure 4.32 based on raw counts.  To retain amphora and coarse wares 

as a category, we could simply exclude body sherds from our queries of medium coarse 

and amphora wares and make feature sherds the proper object of analysis for this 

category; doing this would reduce the number of Late Roman coarseware fragments to 

235, a figure comparable to the 118 Early Roman coarseware sherds (also excluding body 

sherds).  If comparing these fabric-function groups are any indication, the amount of Late 

Roman material is greater than the amount of Early Roman material by a factor of 120-

200%, depending on which artifact one assumes to be standard.    

 

  
Early 

Roman 
Late 

Roman Increase 

Amphora / Coarse 
Wares (excluding 
body sherds) 118 235 2.0 

Fine Wares 125 165 1.3 

Kitchen Wares 82 96 1.2 

Lamps 3 6 2.0 
Figure 4.32. EKAS. Comparison of ER and LR 
based on wares 
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 Spatially, Figure 4.33a and 4.33b below shows the differences in artifact densities 

between the two periods in the land east of Corinth, the former for total counts for the 

period (inclusive of bodysherds), the latter for feature sherds for each period (excluding 

body sherds).  The periods are instantly equalized on this basis, although in excluding all 

of body sherds for the sake of comparison, we knowingly impoverish our Late Roman 

ceramics by eliminating a known positive value (the number of Late Roman sherds).  The 

same happens when we exclude all material in our comparisons except for finewares, 

which should be more immediately comparable.  The Early and Late Roman periods 

become instantly equalized, but we’ve knowingly ignored all that Late Antique pottery 

we know lies scattered about the fields of the Corinthia, and in that sense, Figure 4.33b 

below greatly distorts actual material presence.  Best is to recognize that in Figure 4.33a 

the Late Roman period is approximately represented, and the Early Roman greatly 

underrepresented.   

 

 

 
Figure 4.33.a and b, comparing Early Roman (red dots) and Late Roman (blue 
dots) pottery by a) total counts in area between Gonia and Kromna; and b) 
feature sherds 
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 Such analysis is useful in establishing reasonable means of comparing periods and 

again showing that ‘explosion’ is not the most appropriate descriptor for the Late Roman 

Corinthia, despite greater overall abundance.  This analysis, however, does not help us 

understand ceramic deposition across the entire Roman period. 

 

4.4.2. Reading Ceramic Deposition 

 A more detailed approached to understanding the Roman period is to measure 

fluctuations in those most time-sensitive potsherds, especially the finewares, over the 

course of the entire Roman period.134  Unfortunately, because this approach emphasizes 

change in the shorter term, in the order of centuries, it must necessarily exclude 

amphorae, fineware, and kitchen ware sherds that can only be dated to a broad period.  

Excluding these sherds leaves us with a much smaller class of imported amphorae and 

fineware sherds that are specifically diagnostic to a period of two hundred years or 

less.135  This approach has an advantage over the previous approach in that it does not 

take for granted a strict division between “earlier” and “later” Roman but divides the 

Roman period into narrower spans of two hundred year periods: 31 BC-AD 200, AD 

200-400, and AD 400-600.136  Consequently, it does not assume historiographic divisions 

of the period that may be superficially supported by conventional ceramic groupings.  

The results can be seen in Figures 4.34 and 4.35 below.   

 

 

                                                 
134 Cf. Cherry et al, 327-47, for such sophisticated approach to survey data based on the relative deposition 
of wares between the Archaic and Roman period, attempting to break down the long Roman period.  They 
analyze the region by distribution of artifacts and the likely archaeological and historical causes behind 
those patterns.  Even still, this is very difficult to do because of poor diagnosticity.  For example, these 
scholars note (p. 329) that fewer than 10% of Archaic-Roman sherds can be dated to a specific century (p. 
329).  A lack of highly diagnostic pottery forces ‘lumping’ into broader periods, which can easily distort 
any impression of chronological trends at the order of centuries.   
 
135 n = 517, ca. 20% of total “Early Roman” and “Late Roman” sherd count. 
 
136 We still cannot escape “ceramic time” and are forced to bump our pottery counts up and down into 
period groupings (e.g., ESB to the first bracket) although surely the reality is far more complicated.  Cf., for 
instance, Slane’s comments (2000) that some of the ESB ware at Corinth can probably be extended through 
the third century.  Dividing our periods by other dates, such as 100 BC to 100 AD, 100-300, and 300-500 
might produce slightly different curves, but our ceramic data pose some limits on us here.   
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Figure 4.34. Chronologically-sensitive finewares in EKAS, by extant part137 

 

 
Figure 4.35. Chronologically-sensitive amphoras in EKAS, by extant part 

 
                                                 
137 The dates for the pottery types below are generally taken from Hayes 1972, as well as work on Roman 
pottery from Corinth.  Slane has suggested, for instance (1990, 47-48), that Eastern Sigillata A, is 
uncommon in both urban and sanctuary contexts much after the middle of the first century AD; ESB can 
date to early first century AD, but it usually occurs in second century deposits (Slane 1990, pp. 48-51) and 
might even be pushed into the early third century (Slane 2000, 331); Çandarli Ware is used as early as the 
late first century, but its heyday is late second to early third century (Slane 1990, pp. 52-54).   
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 Comparing the pottery in this way shows a number of interesting patterns.  On the 

one hand, the general trend for both finewares and amphoras is the same: lots of pottery 

in first and second centuries, less in the third and fourth, with maximum in the fifth to 

early seventh centuries.  As Figure 4.34 indicates, using raw counts vs. feature counts for 

finewares gives very different pictures of the 1st-2nd vs. the 5th-early 7th centuries; with 

raw counts, the earlier period is more abundant, and with feature sherds, the latter period 

is more common.138  Note also that introducing amphorae in Figure 4.35 suggests that the 

third and fourth centuries are not as weak as might be implied by a tabulation of the 

finewares.   

 

 Because pottery types are recognized in survey by different parts of the vessel (e.g., 

Koan-type amphoras by their handles), and because some vessel parts (i.e., bodysherds) 

are much more common than others, we might want to adjust for this by excluding the 

body sherds from our total counts, as shown above in Figure 4.33b, and in the final 

columns (“Count of Feature Sherds”) in Figures 4.34 and 4.35 above.  Although the 

picture of periods is generally still the same, it certainly evens out the amphora counts, 

cutting the fifth to seventh century wares by 40%.  For the finewares, by contrast, it 

deflates the first and second century count, and makes the fifth to seventh century 

fineware count again more prominent, thereby accentuating the difference between first-

second centuries and fifth-seventh centuries.   

 

 In all cases, however, subpatterning the broad Roman period in this manner 

differentiates ceramic deposition on the basis of narrower spans of time and allows us to 

highlight fluctuations in the levels of imported pottery in the Eastern Corinthia.  In this 

analysis, it is not the relative difference between Early and Late Roman that stands out 

but two high points in ceramic deposition (1st-2nd c., 5th-e. 7th c.), divided by a weak 

middle (3rd-4th century).  The obvious point of comparison here is the broader 

archaeological pattern noted for much of the Roman Empire: a healthy first and second 
                                                 
138 The Late Roman fineware count, however, excludes 68 pieces of broadly dated Phocaean ware (4th to 7th 
c.) of unknown type because dated too broadly; if included, these would certainly give the Late Roman 
period a slightly greater advantage. 
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century, followed by a third century crisis, before recovery in the late fourth to fifth 

centuries AD.  This pattern provides an interesting segway into some major problems in 

survey archaeology in interpreting ceramic distributions.   

 

 First, how should we interpret the weakness of the middle Roman material in EKAS?  

Generally the state of economy and settlement in the third century has proven very 

difficult to understand.139  Traditionally, interpretations of the weak or absent material 

culture in this period derived from and reinforced historiographic narratives of “decline” 

and “discontinuity” in habitation and population in the late Roman countryside.  Recent 

scholarship, on the other hand, has underscored the problems of drawing historical 

conclusions about decline from weak material signatures.  Discontinuity in settlement 

need not follow from lack of material evidence, for the general economic instability of 

the period, including the interruption of exchange systems, may have contributed to a less 

recognizable and robust material culture.  In a careful scrutiny of some 200 late Roman 

sites in the western provinces, for instance, Lewit found no evidence for overall decline 

in agriculture or settlement abandonment in the third century, despite weaker material 

signatures and occasional ‘destruction layers.’140  That settlements continue despite a less 

visible (or even totally invisible) material culture is now widely acknowledged for the 

third century,141 as well as the post-Roman period.142  Fewer recognizable pots do not 

necessarily mean fewer people or settlements. 

                                                 
139 Cf. various articles in A. King and M. Henig (eds.), The Roman West in the Third Century: 
Contributions from Archaeology and History, BAR International Series, Oxford 1981; and discussion in T. 
Lewit, Agricultural Production in the Roman Economy, A.D. 200-400, BAR International Series 568, 
Oxford 1991; and A. Chavarria and T. Lewit, “Archaeological Research on the Late Antique Countryside: 
A Bibliographic Essay,” in Bowden et al. (eds.), Recent Research on the Late Antique Countryside, Leiden 
2004, 24-25. 
 
140 Lewit 1991, esp. pp. 27-36.  She posits that the so-called destruction layers may be a product of reading 
the material evidence in terms of traditional narratives. 
 
141 For methodological problems in interpreting settlement for the third century, cf. R. Reece, “The third 
century; crisis or change?,” in A. King and M. Henig (eds.), The Roman West in the Third Century: 
Contributions from Archaeology and History, Part 1, BAR International Series 109(i), Oxford 1981, 30-31;  
M. Millett, “Whose Crisis?  The archaeology of the third century: a warning,” in The Roman West in the 
Third Century: Contributions from Archaeology and History, Part 2, BAR International Series 109(ii), 
Oxford 1981, 525-30; Lewit 1991, 19-20;  Chavarria and Lewitt 2004, 26: “It has also been suggested that 
the reduced occupation may be apparent, rather than real, and that many sites occupied during the 3rd and 
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 If the weakness of ceramic material in the third and early fourth century does not 

necessarily indicate rural settlement ‘decline’ and ‘discontinuity’, what it does suggest is 

that the flow of trade in finewares and imported amphoras can be both spatially and 

chronologically irregular depending on changing Mediterranean-wide exchange systems.  

Although it is difficult to measure changes in the absolute amount of pottery between 

periods,143 quantitative studies for both town and countryside have shown how relative 

proportions of imported or finewares fluctuate through this period.  Fentress and Perkins, 

for instance, examined survey data from three regions in Italy, Sicily, and Africa to show 

how the abundance of ARS peaked in the second century, dropped radically in the third, 

and peaked again in the fourth / early fifth century AD.144  At Berenice, Riley showed 

that imported amphoras and coarsewares were highest in the first and second centuries 

AD and then again in the fifth to sixth, with a drop in the third century AD.145  Kathleen 

Slane’s study of the Roman pottery at Corinth has shown a similar drop in fineware 

                                                                                                                                                 
later centuries are either hidden beneath more recent settlements, or are ‘archaeologically invisible’, due to 
the Late Antique use of more ephemeral building styles and ceramics which were not accurately dated at 
the time of survey.” 
 
142 For problems of recognizing ‘invisible’ settlement in the western Mediterranean in the early Medieval 
period, see Blake 1978, 440-41; R. Reece, “Models of Continuity,” in OJA 8 (1989), 231-36;  Lewit 1991, 
37-46; A.J. Schofield, “Understanding early medieval pottery distributions,” in S. Stoddart (ed.), 
Landscapes from Antiquity, Cambridge 2000, 109-19;  Van Ossel, Paul, and Pierre Ouzoulias, translated by 
R. Bruce Hitchner, “Rural settlement economy in northern Gaul in the Late Empire: an overview and 
assessment,” in JRA 13 (2000), 135-36; B. Ward-Perkins, “Land, Labour and Settlement,” in Averil 
Cameron, B. Ward-Perkins, and Michael Whitby (eds.), The Cambridge Ancient History Volume XIV: Late 
Antiquity, Cambridge 2000a, 315-27; B. Ward-Perkins, “Specialized Production and Exchange,” in Averil 
Cameron, B. Ward-Perkins, and Michael Whitby (eds.), The Cambridge Ancient History Volume XIV: Late 
Antiquity, Cambridge 2000b, 361-62; H. Patterson, “The current state of early medieval and medieval 
ceramic studies in Mediterranean survey,” in Riccardo Francovich, Helen Patterson and Graeme Barker 
(eds.), Extracting Meaning from Ploughsoil Assemblages, Oxford 2000, 110-20.  The general point can be 
summed up in Ward-Perkins 2000a, 324: “There is no constant correlation between the number of 
archaeological sites detected and the number of sites that once existed; rather, the discovery rate of sites 
will vary according to the nature of each period’s material culture.” 
 
143 M. Millett, “Pottery: Population or Supply Patterns?  The Ager Tarraconensis Approach,” in Roman 
Landscapes, London 1991, 18-26. 
 
144 Fentress and Perkins 1989. 
 
145 Riley 1977, 107-108; 402-3 and Fig. 67. 
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imports in the third century, although much less substantial,146 before a spike again from 

the fourth century.147  The pattern is quite common in regions of the Mediterranean.   

 

 In contrast to the third century, the fifth and sixth centuries stand out as a period of 

resurgence in regional connections to exchange systems.  Imported finewares and 

amphoras are ubiquitous in this period, a pattern that has been explained in terms of the 

development of either state-driven or free market forces.  Those favoring the former have 

argued that pottery was widely distributed during this period through systems of 

exchange developed to meet increasing bureaucratic and military needs, ceramic vessels 

traveling with more important commodified goods like grain and olive oil.148  Those 

favoring market and demand explanations, on the other hand, point to the monetization of 

the late Roman economy and the wider-spread wealth and purchasing power in the 

period; a broader segment of the population had the resources to buy commodities and 

semi-luxuries like fineware pots.149  There is presumably a middle course between these 

                                                 
146 Slane 2000, 309; Slane 2003, 333-334, Fig. 19.11.  One wonders whether absolute amount of finewares 
(regardless of imports or locally made) has decreased.  In the of East of Theater excavations at Corinth, 
Slane suggested that amphoras were far less common in the late 3rd and 4th centuries (dropping from 50% to 
35%), and finewares less common in the late 2nd / third centuries.  Slane, however, argues that such relative 
shifts in proportions of wares reflect a functional shift in the use of the area from domestic to industrial / 
commercial activities.    There is always the possibility, of course too, that there were many other kinds of 
vessels in circulation than we imagine, which, due to weaker composition, do not survive in the 
archaeological record: such might include glass, metal, sacks and barrels, but this is beyond the pale of the 
archaeological record. 
 
147 Slane 2003, 330-31, Fig. 19.6. 
 
148 For explanations favoring the role of the state as the principal force behind Late Antique distribution and 
market systems, cf. For those giving primacy to state-driven forces in the distribution of goods: C.R. 
Whittaker, “Late Roman trade and traders,” in P. Garnsey, K. Hopkins, and C.R. Whittaker (eds.), Trade in 
the Ancient Economy, London 1983, 163-80; C. Wickham, “Marx, Sherlock Holmes, and Late Roman 
Commerce,” in JRS 78 (1988), 183-93;  C. Abadie-Reynal, “Les Amphores Protobyzantines d’Argos (IVe-
VI siecles),” in V. Déroce and J.-M. Spieser (eds.), Recherches sur la Céramique Byzantine, Paris 1989, 
47-56;  M. Fulford, “Economic hotspots and provincial backwaters: Modelling the late Roman economy,” 
in C.E. King and D.G. Wigg (eds.), Coin Finds and Coin Use in the Roman World.  The Thirteenth Oxford 
Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History, 25.-27.3.1993, Berlin 1996, 153-77;  J. Durliat, “Les 
Conditions du Commerce au VIe Siècle,” in R. Hodges and William Bowden (eds.), The Sixth Century: 
Production, Distribution and Demand, Leiden 1998, 89-117; C. Wickham, “Overview: Production, 
Distribution and Demand,” in R. Hodges and William Bowden (eds.), The Sixth Century: Production, 
Distribution and Demand, Leiden 1998, 279-92. 
 
149 On arguments for free markets and independent commerce in Late Antiquity, see overview in S. 
Kingsley, and Michael Decker, “New Rome, New Theories on Inter-Regional Exchange.  An Introduction 
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two extremes where the mechanisms created to meet the economic needs of the state 

stimulated local economies generally, encouraging some degree of private commerce 

independent of state needs.150   

 

 Whatever the cause be in the end, historians of the Roman economy have rightly 

argued that commodities like finewares and imported amphoras were very widely 

distributed and available in Late Antiquity, certainly more so than in the third century and 

possibly more so than even the early imperial period.  Although LR trade and access to 

distribution networks continued to be geographically irregular depending on coastal or 

urban locations,151 the distribution of both ARS and amphorae in some areas of the 

eastern Mediterranean extends even to inland villages; the ubiquity of such vessels on 

small sites in the Late Antique countrysides of Greece point to a deep permeation of 

                                                                                                                                                 
to the East Mediterranean Economy in Late Antiquity,” in S. Kingsley and M. Decker, Economy and 
Exchange in the East Mediterranean During Late Antiquity, Oxford 2001, 1-27, as well as the other articles 
in that volume, especially that of S. Kingsley and B. Ward-Perkins.  On widespread wealth and purchasing 
power in Late Antiquity, cf. Blake 1978, 436-40; H. Maguire, “The Good Life,” in G.W. Bowersock, P. 
Brown, and O. Grabar (eds.), Late Antiquity: A Guide to the Postclassical World, Cambridge 1999, 238-57; 
J. Banaji (2001), and J. Banaji, “The Circulation of gold as an index of prosperity in the central and eastern 
Mediterranean in Late Antiquity,” in C.E. King and D.G. Wigg (eds.), Coin Finds and Coin Use in the 
Roman World. The Thirteenth Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History, 25.-27.3.1993, a 
NATO Advanced Research Workshop, Berlin 1996, 41-53.  Banaji has posited (see, for instance, 2001, 60-
65, 218-21) a widespread monetization of the urban and rural economy and the seeping of money and 
wealth to a broader segment of the population.  In Banaji’s view, the establishment of the gold standard 
actually contributed to real economic growth.   
 
150 On the importance of both free commerce and the state in stimulating distribution and wealth, see B. 
Ward-Perkins, “Specialized Production and Exchange,” in Averil Cameron, B. Ward-Perkins, and Michael 
Whitby (eds.), The Cambridge Ancient History Volume XIV: Late Antiquity, Cambridge 2000b, 369-81; and 
B. Ward-Perkins, “Specialisation, Trade, and Prosperity: an overview of the Economy of the Late Antique 
Eastern Mediterranean,” in S. Kingsley and M. Decker, Economy and Exchange in the East Mediterranean 
During Late Antiquity, Oxford 2001, 168. 
 
151 On the limited distribution of ARS away from the coasts and cities, see C. Wickham, “Marx, Sherlock 
Holmes, and Late Roman Commerce,” in JRS 78 (1988), 184, 189-90; and H. Patterson, “The current state 
of early medieval and medieval ceramic studies in Mediterranean survey,” in Riccardo Francovich, Helen 
Patterson and Graeme Barker (eds.), Extracting Meaning from Ploughsoil Assemblages, Oxford 2000, 112.    
See also B. Ward-Perkins, “Specialized Production and Exchange,” in Averil Cameron, B. Ward-Perkins, 
and Michael Whitby (eds.), The Cambridge Ancient History Volume XIV: Late Antiquity, Cambridge 
2000b, 346-91; Ward-Perkins, 2001, 168. 
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society.152  Such wide distribution has suggested to historians that ceramic vessels were a 

cheap commodity that a broad segment of the Late Antique population could afford.153  

 

 Despite a considerable corpus of scholarship showing the widespread distribution of 

finewares in Late Antiquity, there has been little effort by survey archaeologists to think 

of how these observations affect our picture of rural settlement in Roman Greece.  

Although we may never be certain about the threshold of circulation of finewares and 

imported amphoras in Late Antiquity when compared to an earlier Roman period, is it not 

still reasonable to infer that one of the chief ‘causes’ for different regional settlement 

patterns in Roman Greece is the differential connection of the regions to Mediterranean 

exchange systems?  One might argue that ceramic visibility in the countryside is lowest 

when regional economies are isolated from broader economic currents, and when those 

broader currents are themselves impaired; and greatest and most precise when vibrant 

exchange systems are in place.  Whether settlement at the local level is ‘impoverished’ or 

‘flourishing’ because of a lack or abundance of recognizable wares is a subsequent 

question to ask, not a conclusion that must follow.154   

 

 One telling confirmation that the abundance of identifiable pottery for the Late 

Roman period is firstly a product of patterns of distribution of identifiable wares rather 

than settlement and population per se is indicated, ironically, by a comparison of Roman-
                                                 
152 See Kingsley and Decker 2001, 11-13; Kingsley 2001, 55-58. 
 
153 Wickham 1988, 190; and C. Wickham, “Overview: Production, Distribution and Demand,” in R. 
Hodges and William Bowden (eds.), The Sixth Century: Production, Distribution and Demand, Leiden 
1998, 279-92, which argues that penetration of ARS circulated in LA on the heels of the efficient exchange 
networks driven by the state through the sixth century.  In a very different vein, H. Blake has argued 
strongly for the development of a consumer culture in Late Antiquity that created an outright demand for 
ceramic commodities: H. Blake, “28. Medieval Pottery: Technical Innovation or Economic Change?”, in H. 
McK.Blake, T.W. Pottery, and D.B. Whitehouse (eds.), Papers in Italian Archaeology I: the Lancaster 
Seminar.  Recent research in prehistoric, classical and medieval archaeology, Part ii, BAR Supplementary 
Series 41(ii), Oxford 1978, 436-40. 
 
154 Archaeologists would like to make inferences about settlement from survey data, but the relationship 
between amount of pottery on the ground and the original settlement that existed on the spot is hardly 
straightforward.  Pettegrew 2001, 2002, with discussion.  Millett 1991, 178: “Thus, when presenting finds 
from surveys, one ought not to assume automatically that rises and falls in the density of find spots of 
pottery relate directly to changes in the density or distribution of human populations.” (178)   
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period ‘settlement patterns’ reported for different regions of Greece.  The prototypical 

pattern of late Roman settlement explosion is most striking in areas with the readiest 

access to coastal sites and exchange systems.  The island of Kea,155 the southern 

Argolid,156 and Methana,157 are all situated toward the sea, and are positioned along 

major trade and distribution routes, and show the most abundant evidence for late Roman 

settlement explosion.  By contrast, Roman settlement in inland regions like the Nemea 

Valley,158 the Berbati Valley,159 the area of Megalopolis,160 Asea Valley,161 and Laconia, 

is far more cloudy and unclear.  Even the Boeotia survey, which might seem to be the 

exception because it produces the typical pattern of settlement explosion, and yet is not 

commercially advantaged like the other regions, turns out to prove the rule, for although 

this region was ‘rich in finds’ it was also weak in imports.162  The ceramic evidence for 

the revival of Late Antique settlement in Boeotia in fact is based mainly on locally-

                                                 
155 Sutton 1991, 253, argues that Kea had an ‘outward looking economy’, well-connected with plenty of 
imports.   
 
156 Van Andel and Runnels 1987, 116-17, link the return of LR prosperity in the S. Argolid to region’s 
proximity to the sea.   
 
157 One wonders how the distribution of imported wares in Methana would have appeared had not the 
harbor of Vathy been refurbished in the fifth century AD.  Bowden and Gill, 89-90, observe that the disuse 
of Vathy until this date may have effected the amount of imported wares. 
 
158 Sutton 1990, 657-59, suggests that the exception of imports for most periods in the Nemea Valley 
should be interpreted as the isolation of the region rather than veritable depopulation per se, and questions 
whether the greater frequency of Middle Byzantine Wares in the Nemea Valley might simply be a result of 
greater local production (i.e., kilns are known in the area).   
 
159 The Berbati valley survey, which surveyed approximately the same amount of territory as EKAS 
counted only a few pieces of Italian sigillata, and only 58 fragments of redslipped ware total (Forsell 1996, 
330-331), a bare fraction of the EKAS total. 
 
160 Roy et al. 1989, 149-50: there the picture for settlement recovery seems clear, but not explosive; Lloyd 
1991, notes, p. 188, the problem of recognizing Roman diagnostics in that survey; imported tablewares 
reach the countryside in small quantities. 
 
161 Forsén, Jeannette, Björn Forsén, and Mika Lavento 1996, 92-94: the picture of LR settlement appears 
much less certain; they also note that Italian sigillata wares are rare. 
 
162 Hayes 2000, 106-7 
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produced imitations of LR amphora forms and diagnostic LR beehives; if these latter had 

not been recognized, our picture of LR settlement would not be nearly so convincing.163   

   

 In light of these observations, we can understand the Roman ceramic data from the 

Eastern Korinthia Survey.  Although a much smaller overall area (ca. 4 sq. km) was 

intensively surveyed than in other regional surveys, the amount of fineware and imported 

amphorae for both the early Roman and Late Antique periods exceeds most other regions.  

One may argue that this greater deposition is to be explained in terms of settlement but is 

it not obvious that much of the Roman ‘noise’ in the territory of the eastern Corinthia is 

to be explained by the region’s role in Mediterranean crossroads with immediate and 

frequent access to goods distributed in the early and late Roman periods?  If so, we can 

posit that the greater frequency of pottery does not simply measure the amount of activity 

in the countryside of the Corinthia in the Roman period so much as the relative 

circulation of certain kinds of highly diagnostic pottery (imports, finewares) that were 

identified in surface survey.  Rather than seeing the third century as a period of 

population downturn, settlement discontinuity, or economic impoverishment, and the 

fifth century as a period of population growth, settlement explosion, and economic 

prosperity, a more straightforward interpretation would be to see relative differences in 

the quantity of imported and fineware pottery as a measure of the degree to which the 

countryside had ready access to imported (highly diagnostic) wares.  Interpreted in this 

light, much of the cause for the abundance of Late Roman pottery in the Corinthian 

countryside could be related to this broader pattern of exchange, essentially independent 

of settlement intensity.164   

 

 

                                                 
163 Vroom 2004, 308-324 provides a breakdown of 19 sites with LA sherds: finewares (locally produced 
Askra ware especially): 6% of all LA finds; LR amphoras (probably locally produced imitations of LR2): 
29%; coarsewares: 3%; locally-produced beehives: 62%. 
 
164 For a different kind of argument against economic decline in the rural Corinthia throughout the Roman 
period, see chapter 5.   
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 There is always a possibility that population or settlement did decline or did increase 

at different points in the Roman period, but regardless, there is no necessary or direct 

relationship between the amount of pottery in circulation at any particular time and 

habitation and human activity in the countryside.  The economic argument made by the 

members of the Southern Argolid Survey relating together settlement, population, 

economic growth, and access to Mediterranean markets, is a fascinating one but difficult 

to evaluate; the obvious test would be comparison with late Roman settlement patterns in 

an inland region in Greece, but there settlement is essentially invisible because lacking 

the diagnostic artifacts distributed through commercial networks.165  We also ought not to 

assume a relationship between more pottery and higher population or economic growth 

for it is conceivable that imported fineware could be more abundant in the countryside 

during periods of lower overall settlement or population!166  In the end, it is simply very 

difficult to decipher demographic change from survey ceramic data, for the abundance or 

dearth of identifiable ceramic evidence means very little for interpreting population.167  A 

better understanding of local ceramics will certainly help to understand regional patterns 

in Late Antique landscapes. 

 

 Summing up, then, our interpretation of EKAS data is as follows: the first and 

second centuries are well-represented, especially due to the presence of ESB and Koan-

type amphorae; the third century ‘decline’ presumably indicates less distribution of 

imported finewares in the countryside; and the fifth and sixth century spike is consistent 

with the overall predominance of imports among finewares noted at Corinth.  None of 

this need indicate change in settlement itself.  Interpreting the amount of pottery on the 
                                                 
165 E.g., van Andel and Runnels 1987, 113-17.  For another argument linking the development of Late 
Antique settlements to the growth of markets, see P. Sarris, “Rehabilitating the Great Estate: Aristocratic 
Property and Economic Growth in the Late Antique East,” in Bowden et al., Recent Research on the Late 
Antique Countryside, Leiden 2004, 55-71. 
 
166 G. Sanders has played with this idea for Late Antique countrysides: would not something like a sixth 
century plague actually serve to increase purchasing power among survivors? 
 
167 See G. Sanders, “Problems in Interpreting Rural and Urban Settlement in S. Greece, AD 365-700,” in N. 
Christie and S. Scott (eds.), Landscapes of Change: the Evolution of the Countryside from Late Antiquity to 
the Early Middle Ages, Aldershot 2004, for a similar critique of ‘boom and bust’ cycles in the countryside 
on the basis of ceramic evidence alone. 
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ground independent of the nature of settlement has the effect of leveling the Roman 

period in the EKAS territory, in the same way that comparing periods by feature sherds 

or fabric and wares above had a similar effect.  Interpreted in this light, the Late Antique 

Corinthia would provide evidence not for a sudden boom of settlement and population 

growth, but a final ‘bright phase’ in the long use of ancient countryside, as the region 

once again became tied to broader exchange systems.  Let us now turn to some rural 

places in the eastern Corinthia and examine the relationship between habitation and 

pottery across the broad Roman period.   

 

4.4.3. Passing Time and Place 

If the discussion above allows us to understand better the overall ceramic data that 

form our impression of the Roman period in the land East of Corinth, what can we say 

about the continuity of settlement and land use at specific places in the countryside?  

Specifically, what is the nature of the relationship between the kinds and amounts of 

pottery found on the ground and the kind of habitation or activity that was originally 

located in that place?  In later chapters (5 and 6), we will discuss at length the rural 

lifecycles of specific places in the Corinthia, but for now, we can address chronological 

questions to the most diverse and abundant Late Roman LOCA “hotspots” in the survey 

area (See 4.2 above and Appendix I for definition).  Examining these 24 Late Roman 

LOCAs suggests a strong relationship to an earlier Roman period (E.g., Figure 4.36).  

Although some of the LR LOCAs seem to lack an Early Roman phase altogether (e.g., #s 

21, 22), LR LOCA overlay of units with ER material is generally very common (cf. 

Figure 4.37). 
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Figure 4.36, showing Late Roman LOCAs (6-12, 21-23) 
against early Roman density in area of Kromna  
 
 Examining the most diagnostic imported amphora and fineware pottery for these 

LOCAs (Figures 4.37 & 4.38) allow us to describe the history of use of these areas in 

great precision, especially if we relate it to recent work on Roman-period ceramic 

chronologies at Corinth.168   

 
 

                                                 
168 Slane 2000; 2003. 
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LR 
LOCA 

Early Roman 
(of any kind) 

Amphora, 
Koan-type 
or Rhodian 

Eastern 
Sigillata A 

Eastern 
Sigillata B1 

Eastern 
Sigillata 

B2 
Çandarli 

Ware 

  
31 BC-AD 

250           

1 X X X   X 
2 X      
3 X X  X   
4 X X     
5 X X     
6       
7 X X     
8 X X     
9 X X X X  X 

10       
11 X X     
12       
13 X X     
14 X    X  
15       
16       
17 X  X    
18 X X  X X  
19 X      
20       
21       
22       
23 X X     
24 X X     

Figure 4.37. Late Roman LOCAs, showing presence / absence of most diagnostic 
artifacts dating to Early Roman period (31 BC-AD 250) 
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Amphora, 
Aegean 

Red 
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Form 

50 

Amphora, 
Late 

Roman 
Phocaean 

Ware 3 

African 
Red 

Slip 99 

African 
Red 
Slip 
104-
106 

Phocaean 
Ware 9 or 

10 

Combed 
Ware, 
narrow 

      
AD 400 - 

600+ 
c. 450- 

550 
c. 500 
- 620 

c. 500 
- 650 

c. 520 - 
660 

AD 600-
800 

1   X X   X  
2   X      
3 X  X X  X X X 
4   X X     
5 X  X X    X 
6 X  X      
7   X     X 
8   X      
9 X X X X X  X X 

10   X      
11 X  X X    X 
12  X X      
13 X  X   X X  
14   X     X 
15   X      
16 X  X      
17 X  X X X X  X 
18   X X     
19   X X     
20   X      
21   X     X 
22 X  X      
23   X X   X  
24 X  X X   X X 

Figure 4.38. Late Roman LOCAs, showing presence / absence of most 
diagnostic artifacts dating to middle and later Roman periods 
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 Most of the LOCAs (n=16, ca. 67%) yielded pottery datable to the Early Roman 

period, spanning the late first century BC to mid-third century AD.169  Twelve LOCAs 

yielded Koan-type or Rhodian-type amphorae, dated by excavated contexts to the first 

and second centuries AD.  A few of the hotspots (n = 3) yielded Eastern Sigillata A, 

dated by excavated contexts at Corinth to the late first century BC and early first century 

AD; a few (n = 4) yielded examples of ESB, the latter form especially common in 

Corinth in the later first and second centuries AD, possibly even into the third century.  

Together, more than half the areas (14 of 24) yielded pottery that can be dated squarely to 

the first two centuries AD.   

 

 Likewise, the fifth to early seventh centuries are well-represented.  All of the areas 

yielded examples of fifth and sixth century Late Roman amphora sherds, many of which 

can be linked to specific LR amphora shapes, especially LR2.  The later fifth to early 

sixth centuries are well-represented by examples of Phocaean Form 3, which shows up in 

about half of the LOCAs.  And sixth to early seventh century finewares show up here and 

there—almost a third (n =7) of the LOCAs yielding later forms of African Red Slip or 

Phocaean Ware.  Late narrow and wavy combed / grooved ware, the kind dated into the 

late sixth or seventh century and beyond, was noted at nine of the LOCAs.  Although the 

appearance of any single particular type of artifact at each of the areas is splotchy, the 

artifacts together indicate a strong presence in these centuries, with fifth and sixth century 

sherds appearing on all of these sites; half (n = 12) of the LOCAs yield sherds from the 

6th to 7th century.   

 

 It is only that middle period—the third and fourth centuries—that cause us problems, 

for only about half (n=11) of the areas produced material dated specifically to these 

centuries, and only 2 LOCAs yielded any kind of fineware for this period.  How should 

we understand this overall pattern?  Did activity end in these areas during this period 

until they were reoccupied in the fifth century?  Unfortunately, this is not a question that 

                                                 
169 Even those LOCAs that did not yield ER material are usually adjacent to units that did.  This will be 
discussed more at length in the following chapter. 
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can be addressed absolutely without more intensive methods.  But as with the EKAS 

Roman pottery generally, the most basic interpretation of the evidence is that the 

frequency of pottery that could be dated to these centuries specifically drops at this time.  

But beyond this observation, does the lack of pottery from these centuries indicate 

veritable discontinuity in habitation or simply a lack of highly diagnostic pottery (i.e., 

imports)?   

 

 Beyond the general arguments made earlier against reading ‘discontinuity’ from the 

weakness of ceramic signatures, there are good reasons for thinking that in the Corinthia, 

specifically, the absence of pottery identified to these middle Roman centuries simply 

indicates a weaker ceramic signature that was not detected in the process of surface 

survey.  On the one hand, the presence of other kinds of pottery at these LOCAs, such as 

the Aegean Red amphora, would caution against an argument for discontinuity on the 

basis of the absence of finewares alone.  As importantly, at all of these places, the most 

diagnostic class of pottery (as in Figures 4.37 & 4.38 above) represents only a very small 

proportion of overall finewares, coarsewares, and kitchenwares.  For every diagnostic 

fineware sherd that could be dated to a specific century in the Roman period, there were 

two dozen sherds that fall into broader period groupings such as “Early Roman,” 

“Roman”, or “Ancient.”   

 

 We can see the interpretive factors involved by examining Diversity LOCA 11 (for 

its location, see Figure 4.36 above), the largest of the LR LOCAs in the area of Kromna, 

just south of the Hexamilia quarries and very close to the modern road.  This area lay at 

at the Isthmian crossroads in antiquity and was thick with rural buildings and settlements.  

Wiseman identified the area as a Classical-period town and the location of numerous 

Archaic-Classical graves, and even if there is reason for rejecting this (see Ch. 5), the 

EKAS data suggests that settlement in the area was widespread in the Roman period.  

The LR LOCA 11 covers an extensive area of about 7 ha and incorporates 27 Discovery 

Units (2218, 2220-2222, 2275), and is only one part of a much broader carpet of artifacts 

in the area that must represent a variety of buildings.  Due to the concentration of 
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material, and the variety of activity in the area, we can surmise that this area should have 

exceptionally high quantities of fineware and significant diversity of artifact classes. 

 

 Fieldwalking at 10-meter intervals produced a total combined count of 2,758 

artifacts for the 27 DUs included within Div LOCA 11.170  Artifact sampling via the 

Chronotype system reduced the number of artifacts actually collected and analyzed to 

981 artifacts (960 pottery and tile), approximately 1/3 of the total number of artifacts 

seen.  The Early Roman signature over this broad area is limited to 6 Koan-Type 

amphora handles, 6 Eastern Sigillata bodysherds, a kitchenware handle, and 2 medium 

coarse handles, while the Late Roman period is better represented by a greater amount of 

LR1, LR2, and Palestinian Amphora fragments; combed and spirally-grooved body 

sherds, kitchenwares, and Phocaean fineware.  The middle Roman period is represented 

by only a single Aegean Red Amphora rim.  Other periods, especially Classical-

Hellenistic, were also present throughout the area. 

 

 Despite the amount of diagnostic pottery present, it is very difficult to diagnose the 

LOCA due to the overall grossness of the ceramic material recovered.  A breakdown of 

pottery totals by three timespan groupings (Figure 4.39)—“Narrow” (500 years or less), 

“Broad” (500-1,300 years), and “Gross” (more than 1,300 years)—indicates that three 

quarters of the pottery cannot be dated within a time span of a millennium!  Much of this 

has to do with the fact that finewares account for only 15% of the overall assemblage and 

kitchenwares for only 8% of overall counts, and that coarse or medium coarse wares form 

the great majority of artifacts recovered (Figure 4.40).  This relative breakdown of fabric-

function groups is generally along the lines of what we might expect from a surface 

assemblage (cf. discussion above). 

                                                 
170 The breakdown of the 2,758 artifacts counted in these units was 1,795 potsherds (65.1%), 936 tiles 
(33.9%), 5 lithic (.20%), and 22 ‘other’ (.80%).  With a visual coverage of two meter-wide swaths / 
fieldwalker, the sample of each Discovery Unit is 20%.  Hence, we might expect at least 13,790 artifacts on 
the surface of this LOCA. 
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Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Time 
Span 

(years) 
Artifact 
Count 

% 

Narrow Periods           
Late Helladic 1550 BC 1050 BC 500 1 0.1% 
Geometric 800 BC 700 BC 100 1 0.1% 
Geometric-Archaic 800 BC 500 BC 300 4 0.4% 
Archaic 700 BC 500 BC 200 18 1.9% 
Archaic-Classical 700 BC 323 BC 377 83 8.6% 
Classical 500 BC 323 BC 177 5 0.5% 
Classical-Hellenistic 500 BC 31 BC 469 48 5.0% 
Hellenistic 323 BC 31 BC 292 1 0.1% 
Roman, Early 31 BC 250 AD 281 13 1.4% 
Roman, Late 250 AD 700 AD 450 47 4.9% 
Medieval, Late 1200 AD 1537 AD 337 1 0.1% 
Medieval, 
Ottoman/Venetian 1537 AD 1800 AD 263 1 0.1% 
Modern 1800 AD 2000 AD 200 11 1.1% 
Total       233 24.3% 
            
Broad Periods           
Early Bronze Age 3100 BC 2050 BC 1050 1 0.1% 
Protogeometric-
Hellenistic 1050 BC 31 BC 1019 5 0.5% 
Archaic-Hellenistic 700 BC 31 BC 669 23 2.4% 
Roman 31 BC 700 AD 731 54 5.6% 
Total        83 8.6% 
            
Gross Periods           
Ceramic Age / 
Unknown 6700 BC 2000 AD 8700 271 28.2% 
Ancient-Medieval 6700 BC 1800 AD 8500 13 1.4% 
Ancient 6700 BC 700 AD 7400 25 2.6% 
Post-Prehistoric 1050 BC 2000 AD 3050 28 2.9% 
Ancient Historic 1050 BC 700 AD 1750 306 31.9% 
Roman-Medieval 31 BC 1800 AD 1831 1 0.1% 
Total       644 67.1% 

Figure 4.39.  Diversity LOCA 11, showing breakdown of analyzed pottery by period  
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Fabric-Function Group Quantity % 

Coarse Ware & Amphoras 598 62.3% 

Fineware 142 14.8% 

Kitchen/Cooking  74 7.7% 

Tile  141 14.7% 

Other 5 .5% 
Total 960 100.0% 

Figure 4.40.  Diversity LOCA 11, showing 
breakdown of analyzed pottery by Fabric-
Function group  
 
This breakdown of LOCA 11 indicate the potential problems in concluding discontinuity 

in the Middle Roman period on the basis of negative evidence.  There is simply far too 

much uncertainty in what specific periods might lie beneath those broad dates.171  If, for 

instance, we are dealing with periods where fine fabrics and imported wares are lower 

than usual, there is even greater need for caution.   

 

 And finally, if these reasons are not enough, the broader context of Corinthian 

history make discontinuity in that middle period a less plausible interpretation than a 

period whose materiality appears more dimly on the landscape.  Although the evidence is 

not abundant, excavation of Roman rural buildings in the area of the Corinthia and 

Argolid have shown evidence for continued habitation and use during these centuries at 

relatively small rural buildings such as the Pyrgouthi Tower in the Berbati Valley (Cf. 

next two chapters).  The LR LOCAs discussed above must represent much more 

substantial levels of investment in the land than the Pyrgouthi Tower, as evident by the 

variety of both 1st-2nd century and 5th-6th century pottery, along with artifacts such as 

millstones, architectural blocks, water pipes, and marble tesserae; if a small tower like 

Pyrgouthi was used at least intermittently during these centuries, we should expect more 

                                                 
171 We must also remember that the methods of surface survey produce a very small sample of all the 
pottery on and below the surface.  If for a period like the Middle Roman, pottery circulated at lower 
thresholds than periods preceding and following, we can expect the signature of that middle period to lie 
beneath the radar of the methods of surface survey; more Chronotypes and more periods would likely be 
revealed through more intensive methods beyond survey. 
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substantial complexes not to have gone out of business during this middle period.  On the 

basis of all of these factors, we may conclude that habitation and activity in the rural 

Corinthia did not die during this period but has produced a material signature that is 

simply less abundant and diagnostic than either the preceding or following periods, and 

one lying below the threshold of the sampling intensity of archaeological survey.172   

 

 Although we cannot interrogate coarse surface assemblages to make them speak, we 

can see clearly enough to say that the overall structure of rural habitation and land use in 

the Eastern Corinthia at the end of antiquity does not surface out of a void, but forms in 

the context of areas used from the first and second centuries AD.  In many of our most 

diverse Late Roman units, we can catch glimpses of continued use of the same rural 

places in the countryside over the entire Roman period—even into the seventh century 

and beyond.  When our vision fails us greatly, as it does for the third and fourth centuries, 

it must indicate the limitations of our analytical tools rather than actual absence of 

material per se.  In the end, all of this suggests a vibrant rural world that marched onward 

in the structures established from a previous day, made more vibrant by those structures, 

although undoubtedly redefined with new meanings and contexts.  This theme will be 

picked up again in the next two chapters. 

 

                                                 
172 There are, of course, other complicated factors.  As Slane argues elsewhere (2000), some of the ESB 
may be pushed into a third century context.  Cf. also Slane 1994, pp. 162-64. 
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4.5. Busyness in the Eastern Corinthia 
 The territory of the Eastern Corinthia, lying as it did between Corinth and its eastern 

harbor, Kenchreai, and the site of Isthmia, was quite clearly one of the busiest 

countrysides throughout the Roman period, as evident in the abundance and distribution 

of artifacts throughout this area.  Numerous houses, farmsteads, villas, shrines, and 

agricultural installations speckled the land in the shadow of Corinth, greeting the visitor 

to the ‘principal city’ of Roman Greece.  Moreover, the territory’s place as a crossroads 

in the Mediterranean economy and its proximity to Corinth meant that the pottery 

deposited in this area would make Roman land use highly visible and measurable.  The 

ubiquity of imported amphorae and fineware pottery in this area east of Corinth indicates 

the strong degree of interaction between urban center and its immediate hinterland, as 

well as the vitality of exchange currents on the Isthmus across a six or seven hundred 

year period.  By nature of its important role as a social and economic crossroads, then, 

the eastern Corinthia was in the Roman period truly a busy, well-connected, and wealthy 

countryside. 

 

 This chapter has argued that relative shifts in ceramic abundance in the eastern 

Corinthia indicate the sensitivity of the region to broader patterns of supra-regional 

exchange, as well as the countryside’s access to finewares and imports.  As discussed 

above, this is especially true for Late Antiquity when a flourishing exchange system 

reemerged in the eastern Mediterranean from the late fourth century.  That the eastern 

Corinthia produces evidence for so many imported late Roman finewares and amphorae 

point especially to the region’s continued importance as a crossroads to the end of 

antiquity and the circulation of commodities in the local economy during a period of wide 

economic exchange.173  This much is confirmed by ceramic data from Corinth itself.174   

 

                                                 
173 On the importance of the Peloponnese generally in E-W trade routes in this period, see C. Abadie-
Reynal, “Les Amphores Protobyzantines d’Argos (IVe-VI siecles),” in V. Déroce and J.-M. Spieser (eds.), 
Recherches sur la Céramique Byzantine, Paris 1989, 56. 
 
174 E.g., Slane 2000; Slane and Sanders 2005. 
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 There may be other historical factors related to the ubiquity and abundance of Late 

Antique pottery in the eastern Corinthia.  For instance, how did the fifth century 

construction of the early Byzantine Hexamilion fortress and the imposition of a garrison 

play into the local economy and itself affect the distribution of vessels?  Recent 

scholarship has suggested that the militarization of society could actually stimulate the 

local economy.175  Karagiorgou has posited that the wide distribution patterns of LR2 

amphora in the Aegean and the Balkans should be understood in terms of military 

involvement in these areas; LR2 amphora contained olive oil for provisioning border 

troops.176  The Corinthia was busy in Late Antiquity in other ways as well.  We might 

wonder how the flurry of church construction activity stimulated or affected the regional 

economy.  At the very least we can point to many potential cultural factors behind the 

Corinthia’s general busyness in this period.   

 

 If ceramic abundance speaks more directly to the countryside’s place in changing 

distribution networks, what of the picture of settlement and human activity in this rich 

and well-traversed countryside east of Corinth?  As I have argued in this chapter, there is 

little evidence for an “explosion” of late Roman settlement or human activity relative to 

an earlier Roman settlement absence, despite superficial impressions of such an 

explosion.  When we consider how we read and count pottery differently for the two 

periods, and historical factors that may lie beyond our control (e.g., the amount of 

imports and finewares in distribution in these different periods), ceramic abundance for 

the later period is flattened, and the evidence for population change and settlement 

explosion is seriously weakened.  There may in fact have been population growth, or 

denser settlement at the end of antiquity, but this is not a conclusion that follows from the 

ceramic data.  On the other hand, when survey data is calibrated to correct for differential 
                                                 
175 On the role of the army, the government, and the church in creating localized economic hotspots in the 
late Roman empire, cf. Fulford 1996, at 158-62; Kingsley and Decker 2001, 5-11; A. Dunn, “Continuity 
and Change in the Macedonian Countryside from Gallienus to Justinian,” in Bowden et al. (eds.), Recent 
Research on the Late Antique Countryside, Leiden 2004, 535-586. 
 
176 O. Karagiorgou, “LR2: a Container for the Military annona on the Danubian Border?,” in S. Kingsley 
and M. Decker, Economy and Exchange in the East Mediterranean During Late Antiquity, Oxford 2001, 
129-66 
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visibility, we can see only constancy in the deposition of pottery in the countryside.  If 

the correlates to ceramic deposition are settlements or buildings on the land, then daily 

life, human use of the land, building activity, and rural habitation in the eastern Corinthia 

appear to be more continuous, constant, and ordinary, than ‘booming and busting.’  We 

should certainly expect that there was variation in settlement and buildings on the land, 

as well as short-term functional shifts in settlement and human activity, but in the busy 

Corinthia where centuries of artifact deposition overlap and overlay, these changes often 

lie below the threshold of analysis of archaeological survey methods.  In the following 

two chapters, I will shift attention to the ‘trees’ of the Corinthia that made up the dense 

forest discussed in this chapter.  

 

 A flattening of the transition between earlier and later halves of the Roman period 

should not detract from the observation that the Late Antique Eastern Corinthia, like the 

early Roman one, really was ‘busy.’  The vestiges of this period so thickly clutter the 

landscape that it is difficult even to pattern the material into coherent groupings we can 

call ‘sites.’  This ubiquity of late Roman pottery, especially in the main corridor east of 

Corinth, indicate certainly that the territory continued to function as a crossroads 

throughout the Roman colony’s history, and that the rural structures established in an 

earlier phase of the colony’s history lasted to the end of antiquity.  In some cases, Late 

Antique rural habitation and activity seem to actually continue the investments of a 

previous period and emerge out of an early Roman structure of land use, despite a 

weakness of the pottery signature for the third and fourth centuries.  In these cases, 

habitation and buildings develop within the context of an earlier built environment (see 

Chapter 6). 

 

 In this respect, the analysis presented above creates a compelling and strong 

argument against the vision of the countryside usually suggested by a literal reading of 

the documentary sources for Corinth in this period.  Rather than imagining the Isthmus 

devoid of settlement and largely empty except for a handful of famous places (Ch. 3), the 

Isthmus of Corinth, or at least a major part of it, was teeming with material culture and 
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extra-urban buildings throughout the Roman period.  The material culture and literature 

together confirm the image of the Roman and late Roman city tied to its eastern 

landscape, benefiting from its connections to its seas.  When the literary testimony grows 

silent, as it does in the fourth century (Ch. 3), the material evidence provides direct 

evidence for continuity of the structures of the landscape. 

  

 Even as recent scholarship on the city of Corinth has begun to rewrite a dramatically 

pessimistic picture of the Late Antique city,177 so the history of the use of the countryside 

in the territory east of Corinth needs to be read in a positive light.  Every indication 

suggests that this territory, the busy countryside, continued to function and flourish 

throughout the entire Roman period.  Even if we cannot easily pattern change in the use 

of the land, the constancy is perhaps more important, especially in light of those famous 

disasters of plague, earthquake, and invaders that have figured so significantly for 

conventional narratives of the late Roman Corinthia.  If the third century empire-wide 

crisis did greatly affect the Corinthia, discontinuity in rural settlement and building 

activity seems unlikely.  If an earthquake of AD 365/375 shook Corinth and its harbors, 

there is no evidence that its long-term effects on the countryside were crippling.  If the 

Heruls or the Visigoths really did damage to buildings in the region in AD 267 and 395, 

the countryside recovered.178  If the abundance pottery is in fact an indication of health, 

the Late Antique countryside flourishes into the sixth, if not seventh, century. 

 

 The only plausible disruptive forces in the Corinthia consistent with the data 

examined above occur in the late sixth century.  But even in the wake of the sixth century 

                                                 
177 Caraher 2003; Gregory 1985; Gregory and Kardulias 1988; Ivison 1996; Rothaus 2000; Slane and 
Sanders 2005. 
 
178 Amelia Brown has argued recently that the literary evidence for these two invasions is in fact weak and 
should not be used to interpret the material remains.  Cf. A.R. Brown, “Waiting for the Barbarian 
Invasions: Reconciling Archaeological and Historical Evidence for Barbarians at Corinth in Late 
Antiquity,” Paper presented at the 106th Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America, Boston 
2005; and A.R. Brown, “‘The Overthrow of the Temples and the Ruin of the Whole of Greece’: Rhetoric 
and Archaeology in Barbarian Invasions of Late Roman Greece,” Paper presented at the Conference for 
Shifting Frontiers in Late Antiquity VI: Romans, Barbarians, and the Transformation of the Roman 
World,” Champaign-Urbana, March 2005. 
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plague and at the time of the alleged Slavic invasions, we still find evidence that imported 

pottery is being used and deposited at some of the major sites in the countryside.  What 

the ceramic data speaks most directly to—even beyond settlement patterns—is the 

continuity of the place of the Corinthian landscape in Mediterranean trade.  Whether or 

not the Isthmus is still the cultural and economic crossroads and heartland of trade that it 

once was, it does appear to be integrated into the interregional networks of the wider 

world.  The distribution of ceramic wares in both city and country indicates the continuity 

of the Corinthia’s role in Mediterranean networks even into the late sixth and early 

seventh centuries.  Only then, when our evidence fails us, do the lights of the Corinthian 

crossroads flicker, dim, and go black.179   

                                                 
179 See Ward-Perkins 2000b, 390-91, for a discussion of the end of antiquity in terms of the ‘simplification’ 
of structures of production, commerce, and exchange. 
 


